NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
501 E. Brown Street • Wylie, Texas 75098

(972) 442-5405 – Phone • (972) 295-6440 – Fax
TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

JENNA COVINGTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DATE:

MARCH 18, 2022

SUBJECT:

REGULAR MEETING – THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2022

As we roll into spring, the District is hard at work preparing for the upcoming warmer weather and
increased annual demand.
Strategic Plan Updates – This month’s Board Meeting includes an item for the approval of the
2022-2027 Strategic Plan. We received several comments and suggestions from Directors about
communicating progress back to the Board. In an effort to keep the Board sufficiently informed
and updated, we are looking at four specific communication efforts:
•
•
•
•

Board Memo – we will highlight a couple objectives every month in this monthly Board
Memo. This includes reporting major activities and achievements progressing a specific
objective.
Committee Meetings – Updates to the strategic plan will be provided throughout the year
at committee meetings. This will be especially focused on the operational committees.
Administrative Memorandums – We will be updating the Administrative Memorandum
template to easily identify projects and activities to Strategic Plan objectives and initiatives.
Annual Update – As the Strategic Plan progresses, the Board will have the opportunity to
provide input and update the plan. Annually we will set aside time at a Board Meeting to
approve any updates and changes.

As many Directors noted, a Strategic Plan is only successful if we keep it front of mind and
structure our activities towards accomplishing our identified goals and objectives. Consistent and
inclusive communication will help keep the Strategic Plan real and relevant for staff and the Board.
Awards and Recognition for the Water System - The District was selected to receive the 2022
WateReuse Award for Excellence in the category of Community Water Champion for its efforts to
leverage water reuse as a significant portion of its water supply strategy. The WateReuse Awards
for Excellence program is administered by the Water Reuse Association and recognizes water
providers, their projects and their partnerships that have made significant contributions in support
of greater adoption of water reuse. The award committee noted “This year’s nominations and
selection process were highly competitive, and the fact that your project was selected by our
Awards Committee demonstrates your success in advancing the development of alternative water
supplies through water [reuse].”
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Also, the District will be recognized by TCEQ for achieving our 5th year in the program, providing
water quality that meets more stringent criteria than required by State regulations. The Texas
Optimization Program (TOPs) is a voluntary program that recognizes public water systems that
achieve optimized performance in their surface water treatment plants, focused on treatment filter
performance. Each time a plant meets the stringent criteria continuously for 12 months, the TCEQ
presents the system with an award. It is important to highlight that our facility remained in
compliance throughout extremely challenging conditions presented by Winter Storm Uri in 2021,
where 25% of the water treatment plants in the program failed to sustain the program criteria.
Feedback on Independent Financial Review - Over the past two months, we have been in the
process of engaging with Member and Customer Cities regarding the findings of the Independent
Financial Review. On January 31, we began with two meetings with city managers (Members in
the morning and Customers in the afternoon). Since then, we have been able to get feedback
from the twelve Member Cities during out annual meetings.
We have also hosted four Customer Listening Sessions for the customer cities and utility districts
we serve. These listening sessions were hosted at the customer cities of Fairview, Kaufman,
Sachse and Fate. All of these sessions and meetings have been opportunities to hear from the
managers and staff about their opinions, thoughts and alternatives as well as answer questions
about the study in depth.
We are in the process of summarizing the comments and suggestions from these meetings. This
comprehensive summary will be designed to share the information we gathered in hopes of
encouraging a collaborative and inclusive path forward on the recommendations from the study.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
REGULAR MEETING (IN PERSON AND BY VIDEOCONFERENCE)
THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2022
2:30 P.M.
Notice is hereby given pursuant to V.T.C.A., Government Code, Chapter 551, that the Board of
Directors of North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) will hold a regular meeting in person
and by videoconference, accessible to the public, on Thursday, March 24, 2022, at 2:30 p.m., at
the following meeting location: NTMWD Administrative Offices, 501 E. Brown Street, Wylie,
Texas 75098.
The Presiding Officer and a quorum of the Board of Directors will be present at the meeting
location or by videoconference with two-way video and audio communication between Board
members participating at the meeting location and by videoconference. The public may attend
the meeting in person at the meeting location. Audio and video of Board members participating
by videoconference will be broadcast live and will be visible to members of the public. The meeting
will be recorded and available on the NTMWD website after the meeting.
Members of the public wishing to listen to live audio of the meeting may do so by calling in at
(469) 210-7159 or toll free (844) 621-3956 and entering the following access code: 928 587
040. Please note this line will not provide for two-way communication and public comment at the
meeting must be made in person at the meeting location.
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

INVOCATION

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE TEXAS FLAG

V.

ROLL CALL/ANNOUNCEMENT OF QUORUM

VI.

OPENING REMARKS
A.

President’s Remarks concerning current events, conduct of meeting, posted
agenda items, committee assignments, and related matters

B.

Executive Director’s Status Report concerning legislation and regulatory matters,
budgets, current projects and ongoing programs of the District including the
Regional Water System, Regional Wastewater System, Regional Solid Waste
System, Watershed Protection, and Water Conservation
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VII.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Prior to the start of the meeting, speakers must complete and submit a “Public Comment
Registration Form.” During the public comment portion of the meeting, speakers will be
recognized by name and asked to provide their comments. The time limit is three (3)
minutes per speaker, not to exceed a total of thirty (30) minutes for all speakers. The
Board may not discuss these items, but may respond with factual or policy information.

VIII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION (to begin at approximately 2:45 p.m. and end approximately
at 3:30 p.m.)
The Presiding Officer will announce that the meeting will move into closed executive
session and identify the agenda items to be discussed in executive session. The executive
session will conclude so that the public meeting will resume at approximately 3:30 p.m.
A.

Consult with legal counsel regarding pending or contemplated litigation
(Tex. Gov’t Code Section 551.071)
1. Complaint of the City of Parker, Texas from a Denial of Water by the North
Texas Municipal Water District in Collin County, Texas, before the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality, and also filed with the Public Utility
Commission, Docket No. 53256
2. NTMWD v. S.J. Louis Construction of Texas, Ltd., ACT Pipe and Supply, Inc.,
North American Pipe Corporation, J-M Manufacturing, Inc., d/b/a JM Eagle,
Inc., Cause No. 429-06607-2019, 429th Judicial District, Collin County, Texas
(121 Force Main)

IX.

RECONVENE INTO REGULAR SESSION
In accordance with Texas Government Code, Chapter 551, the Board of Directors of
NTMWD will reconvene into regular session to consider action, if any, on matters
discussed in Executive Session.

X.

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
The Consent Agenda allows the Board of Directors to approve all routine, noncontroversial
items with a single motion, without the need for discussion by the entire Board. Any item
may be removed from consent and considered individually upon request of a Board
member or NTMWD staff member.
A.

Approval of Regular Board Meeting Minutes - Consent Agenda Item No. 2203-01
• Consider approval of February 24, 2022, Board of Directors Regular meeting
minutes

B.

Approval of Board Work Session Minutes - Consent Agenda Item No. 22-0302
• Consider approval of February 17, 2022, Board of Directors Work Session
minutes

C.

Approval of Monthly Construction Report - Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 0303
• Consider approval of March 2022 Monthly Construction Report
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XI.

D.

Adoption of Resolution No. 22-08 designating authorized NTMWD
Representatives in the Texas Local Government Investment Pool (TexPool)
- Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 03- 04
• Consider adoption of Resolution No. 22-08 amending authorized
representatives for investments in TexPool

E.

Authorize execution of an engineering services agreement for the North
System Air Release Valve Improvements project - Consent Agenda Item No.
22 - 03- 05
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an engineering services
agreement with Freese and Nichols, Inc. in the amount of $439,305 for
additional engineering design for Project No. 101-0442-16, North System Air
Valve Improvements

F.

Adoption of Resolution No. 22-09 authorizing conveyance of property at the
121 Regional Disposal Facility to the City of Melissa - Consent Agenda Item
No. 22 - 03- 06
• Consider adoption of Resolution No. 22-09 authorizing conveyance of property
in the form of approximately 0.276 acres permanent utility easement to the City
of Melissa at the 121 Regional Disposal Facility

G.

Adoption of Resolution No. 22-10 authorizing the conveyance of property in
Fannin County to Zulu Internet, Inc. - Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 03- 07
• Consider adoption of Resolution No. 22-10 authorizing conveyance of a
permanent easement for a communication tower by execution of a
Communication Tower Easement to Zulu Internet, Inc.

H.

Authorize execution of a property acquisition program and adoption of
Resolution No. 22-12 authorizing the use of eminent domain to acquire
property for the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation project - Consent
Agenda Item No. 22-03-08
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute a property acquisition
program and adoption of Resolution No. 22-12 authorizing the use of eminent
domain to acquire property for Project No. 101-0526-18, Wylie to Rockwall
Pipeline Relocation

AGENDA ITEMS FOR INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION
GENERAL / ADMINISTRATIVE AGENDA ITEMS
A.

Adoption of Resolution No. 22-11 adopting NTMWD’s 2022-2027 Strategic
Plan - Administrative Memorandum No. 5812
• Consider adoption of Resolution No. 22-11 adopting NTMWD’s 2022-2027
Strategic Plan

B.

Authorize execution of contract extension with Calpine Energy Solutions Administrative Memorandum No. 5813
• Consider authorizing execution of a contract extension with Calpine Energy
Solutions through April 2036
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WATER AGENDA ITEMS
C.

Authorize wholesale water agreement between the City of Mesquite and the
City of Crandall - Administrative Memorandum No. 5814
• Consider authorizing the wholesale water agreement between the City of
Mesquite and the City of Crandall for a term of 30 years.

D.

Authorize additional services for the Wylie Water Treatment Plant Ammonia
System Improvements project - Administrative Memorandum No. 5815
• Consider authorizing additional services with HDR Engineering, Inc. in the
amount of $182,106 for final engineering design related to design modifications
and development of a separate project procurement package for Project No.
101-0496-18, Wylie Water Treatment Plant Ammonia System Improvements

E.

Authorize award of construction contract and internal inspection services
for the Wylie to Garland 42-inch Waterline Relocation project - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5816
• Consider authorizing award of construction contract to Dowager Utility
Construction, Ltd. in the amount of $1,479,200 and internal inspection costs in
the amount of $107,200 for Project No. 101-0563-20, Wylie to Garland 42-inch
Waterline Relocation

F.

Authorize a water conveyance pipelines condition assessment Administrative Memorandum No. 5817
• Consider authorizing condition assessments of four pipelines to be conducted
by Pure Technologies US, Inc. in the amount of $2,929,069 under their Master
Professional Services Agreement for Project No. 101-0608-22, Water
Conveyance Pipelines Condition Assessment

WASTEWATER AGENDA ITEMS

XII.

G.

Authorize execution of an interconnect agreement for the Sister Grove
Regional Water Resource Recovery Facility project - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5818
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an interconnect
agreement with Grayson Collin Electric Cooperative (GCEC) in the amount of
$5,042,379.19 for Project No. 301-0426-16, Sister Grove Regional Water
Resource Recovery Facility

H.

Authorize relocation of the Plano Spring Creek Force Main and execution of
an easement exchange agreement with Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Administrative Memorandum No. 5819
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an easement exchange
agreement with DART that will include the relocation of the Plano Spring Creek
Force Main

CLOSING ITEMS
A.

XIII.

Opportunity for Board members to provide feedback or request potential future
agenda items

ADJOURNMENT
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REQUIRED LEGAL NOTICES
The Board of Directors is authorized by the Texas Open Meetings Act to convene in closed
or executive session for certain purposes. These purposes include receiving legal advice
from its attorney (Section 551.071); discussing real property matters (Section 551.072);
discussing gifts and donations (Section 551.073); discussing personnel matters (Section
551.074); or discussing security personnel or devices (Section 551.076). If the Board of
Directors determines to go into executive session on any item on this agenda, the
Presiding Officer will announce that an executive session will be held and will identify the
item to be discussed and provision of the Open Meetings Act that authorizes the closed or
executive session.
Persons with disabilities who plan to attend the NTMWD meeting and who may need
auxiliary aids or services are requested to contact Shannon Sauceman in the NTMWD
Administrative Offices at (972) 442-5405 as soon as possible. All reasonable efforts will
be taken to make the appropriate arrangements.
Pursuant to Section 30.05, Penal Code (criminal trespass), a person may not enter this
property with a firearm. Pursuant to Section 30.06, Penal Code (trespass by license holder
with a concealed handgun), a person licensed under Subchapter H, Chapter 411,
Government Code (handgun licensing law), may not enter this property with a concealed
handgun. Pursuant to Section 30.07, Penal Code (trespass by license holder with an openly
carried handgun), a person licensed under Subchapter H, Chapter 411, Government Code
(handgun licensing law), may not enter this property with a handgun that is carried openly.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-01
FEBRUARY 2022 REGULAR BOARD MEETING MINUTES

RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors approve the minutes
of the regular Board meeting held on Thursday, February 24, 2022 as presented. (See attached.)

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
501 E. Brown Street • Wylie, Texas 75098
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FEBRUARY 24, 2022
The North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) Board of Directors met in a regular meeting
on Thursday, February 24, 2022, at 2:30 p.m. Notice of the meeting was legally posted in
accordance with Government Code, Title 551, Open Meetings.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
President Phil Dyer called the meeting to order at approximately 2:30 p.m.
President Dyer advised the following regarding the meeting:
The meeting today is being conducted in person with two-way video and audio
communication between Board members participating by videoconference, establishing a
quorum. The public may attend the meeting in person. Audio and video of Board members
participating by videoconference will be visible. Members of the public wishing to listen to
live audio from the meeting may do so by calling in.

II.

INVOCATION
Director Ron Kelley offered the invocation.

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
President Dyer advised that due to limited in-person attendance due to the weather, he
would forgo the Pledge of Allegiance.

IV.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE TEXAS FLAG
President Dyer advised that due to limited in-person attendance due to the weather, he
would forgo the Pledge of Allegiance to the Texas Flag.

V.

ROLL CALL/ANNOUNCEMENT OF QUORUM
The roll was called, and attendance was confirmed as follows:
1

DIRECTORS
Anderson, Terry Sam

ABSENT REMOTE
√
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Appolito, Robert
Boren, Kalen
Carr, John
Crump, George
Dyer, Phil
Farmer, Joe
Fuller, Marvin
Gordon, Don
Hollifield, David
Imrie, Chip
Johnson, Blair
Kelley, Ron
Kerr, James (Jim)
Kever, Geralyn
May, Jack
Murphy, John
Parks, Larry
Patrick, Brenda Jean
Peasley, Richard
Shuyler, Lynn
Stephens, Keith
Sweeden, John
VACANCY- Princeton
VACANCY- Princeton

√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

The following NTMWD legal and professional consultants attended the meeting:
Lauren Kalisek, Mike Gershon, and Sara Thornton– Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle &
Townsend
Lewis Isaacks and Mark Walsh – Saunders Walsh & Beard
Nick Bulaich – Hilltop Securities
Molly Carson and Alan Raynor – McCall Parkhurst & Horton
Mike Rickman – Rickman Consulting, LLC
Tom Gooch – Freese & Nichols, Inc.
VI.

OPENING REMARKS
A.

President’s Remarks concerning current events, conduct of meeting, posted
agenda items, committee assignments, and related matters
President Dyer reviewed the tentative schedule of meetings for March as follows:
•
•
•

B.

Wednesday, March 9th – Executive and Finance Committees
Wednesday, March 23rd – Real Estate and Water Committees
Thursday, March 24th – Board Meeting

Executive Director’s Status Report concerning legislation and regulatory matters,
budgets, current projects and ongoing programs of the District including the
Regional Water System, Regional Wastewater System, Regional Solid Waste
System, Watershed Protection, and Water Conservation
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Executive Director Jenna Covington expressed her appreciation for those in
attendance and the District staff who were present for this meeting. She spoke of
the weather conditions that have prompted many Board members to attend by
videoconference.
Executive Director Covington advised that the Annual Report and the Annual
Comprehensive Financial Report are available for those present today and it will
be mailed to the remaining Board members who are attending remotely. She also
advised she will be sending a draft of a media release for Board member review.
She briefly reviewed today’s agenda items. She also advised she will be out of the
office in early March.
VII.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Prior to the start of the meeting, speakers must complete and submit a “Public Comment
Registration Form.” During the public comment portion of the meeting, speakers will be
recognized by name and asked to provide their comments. The time limit is three (3)
minutes per speaker, not to exceed a total of thirty (30) minutes for all speakers. The
Board may not discuss these items but may respond with factual or policy information.
There were no requests for public comment.

VIII.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
A.

Update on Bois d’Arc Lake
Executive Director Covington advised that staff is tentatively planning events to
coincide with the Bois d’Arc Lake opening that include a media kick-off in early
June and a large ceremonial event in October. She advised these are dependent
on the lake filling and safety measures being in place. She also advised there will
be a ribbon cutting at the Leonard Water Treatment Plant. She noted that staff
has initiated efforts to secure branding trademarks for the lake. Texas Monthly
Magazine has visited the site and a feature article is being developed.
Deputy Director Cesar Baptista advised that there is an issue at the Leonard Water
Treatment Plant with the Filter Underdrain Block Grout. Photos of the areas in
question showed that the grout is crumbling and will have to be replaced. He
advised that a letter to reject this part of the project has been sent to the CMAR
Garney. It is the CMAR’s responsibility to work with the subcontractor (Archer
Western) to correct the issue. Mr. Baptista advised this will delay the project by
approximately four months so the plant will not be put into operation until
December 2022.
Mr. Baptista advised that Austin Bridge and Road had three work packages on the
Bois d’Arc Lake project, of which the roadways, boat ramps, and the Lake
Operations Center are completed. The Floating Boathouse construction has
begun however the lake elevation needs to be at 525 prior to finishing this
structure. Currently the lake is at elevation 509.5. Mr. Baptista added that this
boathouse will be used for NTMWD boats, Texas Parks and Wildlife boats, and
Sheriff’s Office boats.
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Mr. Baptista added that an item on the Consent Agenda is for a CMAR final
payment for the work packages as well as authorizing additional days to complete
the boathouse.
A video of the Bois d’Arc Lake structures and progress update was provided.
B.

Update on NTMWD Strategic Plan
Executive Director Covington reviewed that she sent a draft of proposed updates
to the Strategic Plan to the Board members previously. She reviewed that the Plan
was developed in 2015 and the Vision, Mission, Goals and Core Values were
established in that Plan. In 2019 a consultant was enlisted to help update the plan,
in particular to incorporate the District’s continual improvement philosophy, as well
as to make it actionable and trackable. She advised that Government Relations
Advisor David Kelly has taken on a leadership role in regard to updating the Plan.
Mr. Kelly reviewed that the Plan update began in the summer of 2021. He advised
that the Goals are unchanged however the Initiatives were revised. The District’s
managers submitted the Initiatives for consideration and there are 55 of them
included. Some of the Objectives have been changed as well. He advised that
“Big Rock” Initiatives that are of significant importance to the Board are included
regarding a real estate catalogue, long range water supply planning, cyber
security, Customer Premium review, standardizing the process for accepting new
Members and Customers, the Red River Boundary issue, and the establishment
of performance goals, tracking and communicating progress.
Mr. Kelly advised that staff is seeking feedback from the Directors. He advised
that a review of any changes will be presented at the March Executive Committee
meeting and then at the March Board meeting. He inquired how the Board would
like to be updated in the future.
Several Directors offered comments regarding periodic reports to the entire Board,
communication of the plan with all employees, emergency preparedness
requirements, and flexibility of the plan.

C.

Update on Implementation of the 2021 Independent Review Recommendations
Executive Director Covington reviewed that the recommendations made in the
Independent Review of the Regional Water System are to be implemented or
rejected by the Board prior to adoption of the next annual budget. She advised that
today’s discussion is regarding the recommendations made for Customer
Premiums.
Deputy Director Jeanne Chipperfield provided an overview of previous actions on
the Independent Review noting that it was formally accepted by the Board in
December 2021. The Independent Review results were reviewed. Sixteen
recommendations were provided for the Board to consider. Ms. Chipperfield
advised those are grouped into three categories: Anticipated Concurrence, Rate
Implications, and Customer Premiums. Several of the recommendations are
already in process (concurrence items). The recommendations with Rate
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Implications are to be discussed at the March Finance Committee meeting. The
recommendations regarding Customer Premiums include:
• Implement a 10% premium with an appropriate phase-in period, as a
first step towards maintaining a higher premium.
• Simultaneously with the above recommendation, conduct a formal
study to refine and document the basis for a long-term premium.
The basis for the Premium recommendation in the Review was provided. Staff is
recommending going forward with the recommended Premium Study. Ms.
Chipperfield requested direction from the Board regarding an increased Premium.
Attorney Lauren Kalisek advised that the legal team agrees that there is adequate
support in the Amawalk Review for the Board to consider the Amawalk
recommendations. Ms. Chipperfield reviewed possible components of a potential
Study. She provided a schedule for customer meetings in February and March.
Results of the meetings will be provided to Board. Ms. Chipperfield provided an
overview of the initial feedback from Member and Customer cities regarding the
Review.
Considerable discussion followed regarding the aspects of the Customer
Premiums recommendation including costs, methodology, options, and the need
for additional information. Executive Director Covington advised she plans to
complete the Member and Customer city meetings on this matter prior to the March
Board meeting and hopes to summarize the feedback to the Board at that time.
President Dyer suggested this matter may need to be discussed in a special
meeting.
IX.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
A.

Update on Long Range Water Supply Plan

At 4:30 p.m. President Dyer announced the need for an Executive Session of the Board
of Directors to discuss Item IX. A. Update on Long Range Water Supply Plan, pursuant to
Texas Government Code, Section 551.071, Consultation with Attorney and Section
551.072, Real Property.
President Dyer confirmed with staff that the public access line was disconnected and that
the audio recording was disabled during the Executive Session discussion.
X.

RECONVENE INTO REGULAR SESSION
In accordance with Texas Government Code, Chapter 551, the Board of Directors of
NTMWD will reconvene into regular session to consider action, if any, on matters
discussed in Executive Session.
Open Session reconvened at 4:51 p.m. The public teleconference line was reconnected.
No action was taken in Executive Session. No action was taken in open session as a
result of Executive Session.

XI.

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
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President Dyer requested to remove Item F., Consent Item No. 22-02-06 from the Consent
Agenda to be considered individually, advising that he will abstain from voting on this item.
He inquired whether any Director wished to remove any other item from the Consent
Agenda for separate discussion. There were none.
Upon a motion to approve the Consent Agenda except for Item F. by Director Imrie and a
second by Director Geralyn Kever, the Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve
the Consent Agenda items except for Item F. Director Murphy was absent from the vote.
A.

Approval of Regular Board Meeting Minutes - Consent Agenda Item No. 2202-01
• Consider approval of January 27, 2022, Board of Directors Regular meeting
minutes

B.

Approval of Monthly Construction Report - Consent Agenda Item No. 22-0202
• Consider approval of February 2022 Monthly Construction Report

C.

Authorize Amendment No. 15 to a Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR)
Agreement for the Bois d’Arc Lake Boat Ramps and Lake Facilities project Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 03
• Consider authorizing an amendment to a CMAR agreement for the final
payment of Work Packages 1, 2 and 3 for Project No. 101-0436A-16, Bois
d’Arc Lake Boat Ramps and Lake Facilities

D.

Authorize reductions in funding or final payments for the Bois d’Arc Lake
Dam and Intake Structure project - Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 04
• Consider authorizing the reduced funding for Standing Utility Agreements in
the amount of ($2,037,823.10) to Atmos Energy Corporation, Frontier
Communications Corporation, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, d/b/a,
AT&T Texas and White Shed Water Supply Corporation for Project No. 1010344-13, Bois d’Arc Lake Dam and Intake Structure

E.

Authorize a grant funding agreement with the Texas State Soil and Water
Conservation Board (TSSWCB) to support implementation of the Lavon Lake
Watershed Protection Plan (WPP) - Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 05
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute a Clean Water Act
319(h) Nonpoint Source Grant Program funding agreement with TSSWCB with
grant funding in the amount of $120,602 and NTMWD to provide in-kind
services up to $80,058

F.

Authorize additional engineering services for the Buffalo Creek Interceptor
System and the Mustang Creek Interceptor System projects - Consent
Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 06
• Consider authorizing additional engineering services for additional contracted
project management services with Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. in the
amount of $425,390 for Project No. 507-0484-17, Buffalo Creek Parallel
Interceptor, Phase I; Project No. 507-0549-19, Buffalo Creek Interceptor
Tunnel; Project No. 509-0455-17, Forney Mustang Creek Lift Station, Phase I;
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Project No. 509-0561-20, Forney Mustang Creek Lift Station Phase II and
Forney Force Main Improvements
G.

Adoption of Resolution No. 22-05 authorizing the execution of a
Development Agreement for the Wylie to McKinney 24-inch Waterline project
– Consent Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 07
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute a Development
agreement with TDC-DRI McKinney Phase I, LLC for Project No. 101-060522, Wylie to McKinney 24-inch Waterline Relocation
Consent Item F.

F.

Authorize additional engineering services for the Buffalo Creek Interceptor
System and the Mustang Creek Interceptor System projects - Consent
Agenda Item No. 22 - 02- 06
• Consider authorizing additional engineering services for additional contracted
project management services with Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. in the
amount of $425,390 for Project No. 507-0484-17, Buffalo Creek Parallel
Interceptor, Phase I; Project No. 507-0549-19, Buffalo Creek Interceptor
Tunnel; Project No. 509-0455-17, Forney Mustang Creek Lift Station, Phase I;
Project No. 509-0561-20, Forney Mustang Creek Lift Station Phase II and
Forney Force Main Improvements
Vice-President Jack May called for a motion on Item F.
Upon a motion by Director Keith Stephens and a second by Director Don
Gordon, the Board of Directors voted to approve. Director Phil Dyer
abstained from voting
on this item. Director Murphy was absent from the
vote.

XII.

AGENDA ITEMS FOR INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION
BOIS D’ARC LAKE AGENDA ITEMS
A.

Authorize Amendment No. 17 to Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR)
Agreement for the Leonard Water Treatment Plant project - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5804
• Consider authorizing Amendment No. 17, Change Order No. 2 to the CMAR
agreement with Garney Companies, Inc. in the amount of $2,894,703.
Amendment No. 17 covers CMAR 3 which consists of four construction
projects:
Bois d’Arc Lake Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR 3) Agreement
o Project No. 101-0358-14, Bois d’Arc Lake Raw Water Pump Station
o Project No. 101-0384-15, Bois d’Arc Lake Leonard Water
Treatment Plant
o Project No. 101-0428-16, Bois d’Arc Lake Leonard Water
Treatment Plant High Service Pump Station
o Project No. 101-0436B-16, Bois d’Arc Lake Boat Ramps and Lake
Facilities, Dam Maintenance Facility
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Director Keith Stephens advised that the Water Committee reviewed this item
yesterday and voted to recommend the Board authorize Amendment No. 17 to a
Construction Manager At-Risk Agreement with Garney for constructing a fully
enclosed building for chlorine delivery trucks at the Leonard Water Treatment
Plant.
This item improves safety measures during chlorine delivery and minimizes the
potential for an accidental release of a hazardous chemical.
A motion to approve was made by Director Keith Stephens and seconded by
Director James Kerr. Director Murphy was absent from the vote.
Deputy Director Baptista responded to Directors’ questions regarding the amount
being requested and the reasoning why this was not included in the original plans.
He advised that the funding amount is correct. He advised that this enclosure was
discussed in 2017 during the planning stages of this project and it was decided
that as a cost saving measure it would be delayed. With the anticipated funding
expected to come back to the District from other projects, staff is recommending
moving forward with the enclosure.
The Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve.
WATER AGENDA ITEMS
B.

Authorize execution of a Transmission/Substation Facility Extension
Agreement and adopt Resolution No. 22- 06 with Oncor Electric Delivery
Company, LLC (Oncor) – Administrative Memorandum No. 5805
• Consider adoption of Resolution No. 22 - 06 and authorizing the Executive
Director to execute a Transmission/Substation Facility Extension Agreement
with Oncor in the amount of $3,552,460 for Project No. 101-0530-19, Lake
Texoma Pump Station 2019 Electrical Improvements Phase I
Director Keith Stephens advised that the Water Committee reviewed this item
yesterday and voted to recommend the Board authorize the Executive Director to
execute a Transmission/Substation Facility Extension Agreement with Oncor
Electric Delivery Company, LLC.
The Oncor electric substation at the Lake Texoma Pump Station requires electrical
improvements in order to operate the existing and future pumps. This agreement
will authorize Oncor to proceed with the needed improvements, of which 80% will
be reimbursed by NTMWD and 20% by the Greater Texoma Utility Authority.
NTMWD will be responsible for $2,841,968 of the total $3,552,460 cost.
Upon a motion by Director Keith Stephens and a second by Director Chip Imrie,
the Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve. Director Murphy was absent
from the vote.

C.

Authorize Amendment No. 4 to Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR)
Agreement for the Wylie Water Treat Plant projects - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5806
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•

Consider authorizing Amendment No. 4 to the CMAR agreement with MWH
Constructors, Inc. in the amount of $ 298,772.88 for partial Guaranteed
Maximum Price No. 1 and Change Order No. 1 for urgent repairs to Clearwell
2-2; and ratification of the proceeding of urgent repairs authorized by the
Executive Director for Project No. 101-0390-15, Wylie WTP Biological Active
Filtration; 101-0496-18, Ammonia System Improvements; 101-0517-18, Wylie
WTP II Structural and Mechanical Improvements-Phase I Partial GMP No. 1
for work related to Project No. 101-0517-18, Plant II Structural and Mechanical
Improvements

Director Keith Stephens advised that the Water Committee discussed this item at
the December meeting. This item is for the funding for Amendment No. 4 to the
CMAR agreement, which is Change Order No. 1 to Partial Guaranteed Maximum
Price No. 1 for urgent structural repairs to Clearwell 2-2; and ratification of the
Executive Director’s action to proceed with urgent repairs ahead of authorization
by the Board.
During verification inspection of Clearwell 2-2, cracking and signs of movement
were observed in many of the columns and the floor of the Clearwell which required
immediate repair to avoid an extended outage of Water Treatment Plant II.
Upon a motion by Director Keith Stephens and a second by Director Chip Imrie,
the Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve. Director Murphy was absent
from the vote.
D.

Authorize execution of an engineering services agreement for the waterline
relocations associated with TxDOT road improvements - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5807
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an engineering services
agreement with Teague, Nall, and Perkins, Inc. in the amount of $3,899,200
for engineering design for the relocation or protection of water lines, valves,
and other facilities for Project No. 101-0607-22, Waterline Relocations along
State Highways in Dallas, Rockwall, and Kaufman Counties
Director Keith Stephens advised that the Water Committee reviewed this item
yesterday and voted to recommend the Board authorize funding for engineering
services for design of the waterline relocations associated with TxDOT road
improvements along US Highway 80, John King Boulevard, and State Highways
276, 552 and 205 in Dallas, Rockwall and Kaufman Counties.
It was noted that this project is expected to have a reimbursement from TxDOT,
however the amount is unknown at this time.
Upon a motion by Director Keith Stephens and a second by Director Don Gordon,
the Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve. Director Murphy was absent
from the vote.

E.

Authorize execution of an engineering services agreement for the Wylie to
Rockwall pipeline relocation project - Administrative Memorandum No. 5808
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•

Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an engineering services
agreement with Freese and Nichols, Inc. in the amount of $895,433 for
engineering design and construction services for Project No. 101-0526-18,
Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation

Deputy Director Cesar Baptista briefly reviewed this project and provided a map
reflecting the waterline relocations. This project is necessary to increase capacity
in the East Water Conveyance System.
Upon a motion by Director Keith Stephens and a second by Director David
Hollifield, the Board of Directors voted to approve. Director Larry Parks abstained
from voting on this item. Director Murphy was absent from the vote.
WASTEWATER AGENDA ITEMS
F.

Authorize use of Competitive Sealed Proposal (CSP) procurement method
for construction of the Buffalo Creek Interceptor Tunnel project Administrative Memorandum No. 5809
• Consider authorizing the adoption of Resolution No. 22-07 authorizing the use
of CSP procurement method under Texas Government Code Chapter 2269 for
Project No. 507-0549-19, Buffalo Creek Interceptor Tunnel
In response to a Director’s question Executive Director Covington advised that the
most recent population estimates came well after the original volume needs were
calculated.
Upon a motion by Director John Carr and a second by Director Geralyn Kever, the
Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve.

G.

Authorize execution of an engineering services agreement for the Wilson
Creek Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Primary Clarifiers, UV, and
Centrifuge Improvements project - Administrative Memorandum No. 5810
• Consider authorizing the Executive Director to execute an engineering services
agreement with Brown and Caldwell, Inc. in the amount of $2,012,925 for the
preliminary engineering design for Project No. 301-0606-22, Wilson Creek
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant, Primary Clarifiers, UV, and Centrifuge
Improvements
Director Marvin Fuller advised that the Wastewater Committee reviewed this item
yesterday and voted to recommend the Board authorize funding for engineering
services for the preliminary design of Wilson Creek Regional Wastewater
Treatment Plant Primary Clarifier, UV, and Centrifuge Improvements project.
The Wilson Creek Masterplan outlined condition and reliability improvements to be
completed in two phases. The first phase includes aeration basin repairs,
additional centrifuge solids processing capacity, replacement of three ultraviolet
light disinfection trains and replacement of primary clarifier components.
Upon a motion by Director Marvin Fuller and a second by Director James Kerr, the
Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve.
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H.

Authorize award of construction contract and internal inspection services
for the North McKinney Parallel Interceptor project - Administrative
Memorandum No. 5811
• Consider authorizing award of construction contract to McKee Utility
Contractors, Inc. in the amount of $10,084,531 and internal inspection costs in
the amount of $212,000 for Project No. 501-0504-18, North McKinney Parallel
Interceptor
Director Marvin Fuller advised that the Wastewater Committee reviewed this item
yesterday and voted to recommend the Board authorize award of a construction
contract and authorize internal inspection services for the North McKinney Parallel
Interceptor project.
The North McKinney & Wilson Creek Sub-Basin Improvements study found that
additional conveyance capacity is needed in the Upper East Fork Interceptor
System to meet current and projected peak flow conditions through 2035.
Upon a motion by Director Marvin Fuller and a second by Director Chip Imrie, the
Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve.

XIII.

CLOSING ITEMS
A.

Review of items for follow up raised during meeting
There were no follow up items requested.

B.

Opportunity for Board members to request potential future agenda items
Director John Carr would like staff to provide Directors more of an overview on
what the District is doing with future water in the Southeast corner of the District.

XIV.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at approximately 5:20 p.m.
APPROVED:
_______________________
PHIL DYER, President
ATTEST:
__________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary

(Seal)

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-02
FEBRUARY 2022 BOARD WORK SESSION MEETING MINUTES

RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors approve the minutes
of the Board Work Session Meeting minutes held on Thursday, February 17, 2022 as presented.
(See attached.)

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
501 E. Brown Street • Wylie, Texas 75098
(972) 442-5405 – Phone • (972) 295-6440 – Fax
MINUTES OF WORK SESSION MEETING
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FEBRUARY 17, 2022
The North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) Board of Directors met in a Work Session
meeting on Thursday, February 17, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. Notice of the meeting was legally posted
in accordance with Government Code, Title 551, Open Meetings.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
President Phil Dyer called the meeting to order at approximately 1:00 p.m.
President Dyer advised the following regarding the meeting:
The meeting today is being conducted in person with two-way video and audio
communication between Board members participating by videoconference, establishing a
quorum. The public may attend the meeting in person. Audio and video of Board members
participating by videoconference will be visible. Members of the public wishing to listen to
live audio from the meeting may do so by calling in.

II.

ROLL CALL/ANNOUNCEMENT OF QUORUM
The roll was called, and attendance was confirmed as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

DIRECTORS
Anderson, Terry Sam
Appolito, Robert
Boren, Kalen
Carr, John
Crump, George
Dyer, Phil
Farmer, Joe
Fuller, Marvin
Gordon, Don
Hollifield, David
Imrie, Chip
Johnson, Blair
Kelley, Ron

ABSENT REMOTE
√
√

√

√
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Kerr, James (Jim)
Kever, Geralyn
May, Jack
Murphy, John
Parks, Larry
Patrick, Brenda Jean
Peasley, Richard
Shuyler, Lynn
Stephens, Keith
Sweeden, John
VACANCY- Princeton

√
√
√

The following NTMWD legal and engineering consultants attended the meeting:
Sara Thornton – Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend
Tom Gooch and Lissa Gregg – Freese & Nichols, Inc.
III.

OPENING REMARKS
A.

President’s Remarks concerning current events, conduct of meeting, posted
agenda items, committee assignments, and related matters
President Dyer expressed his appreciation to those in attendance and briefly
reviewed the process for this meeting.

B.

Executive Director’s Status Report concerning legislation and regulatory matters,
budgets, current projects and ongoing programs of the District including the
Regional Water System, Regional Wastewater System, Regional Solid Waste
System, Watershed Protection, and Water Conservation
Executive Director Jenna Covington reviewed the NTMWD Vision which states,
“Regional service through unity: meeting our region’s needs today and tomorrow.”
She offered comments regarding the Board’s responsibility to prepare for the
future. She advised the focus for the meeting will be to discuss strategies for the
future and refine those as needed.

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Prior to the start of the meeting, speakers must complete and submit a “Public Comment
Registration Form.” During the public comment portion of the meeting, speakers will be
recognized by name and asked to provide their comments. The time limit is three (3)
minutes per speaker, not to exceed a total of thirty (30) minutes for all speakers. The
Board may not discuss these items but may respond with factual or policy information.
There were no requests for public comment.

V.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
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President Dyer advised that Items A. and B. will be discussed together. District staff and
Freese & Nichols consultants will present the items.
A.
B.

Discuss Member City and Customer per capita water demand
Update on Long Range Water Supply Plan

Assistant Deputy R.J. Muraski reviewed the handout provided to the Board Members and
advised that Tom Gooch and Lissa Gregg with Freese and Nichols, Inc. would be
presenting information today as well as NTMWD staff. He briefly reviewed the schedule
for the meeting. Mr. Muraski advised that feedback from the Board Members is requested
regarding water management strategies. He noted that the plan will be updated every five
(5) years.
Gallons Per Capita Demand - Lissa Gregg reviewed the information provided at the Water
Committee meeting (on January 26, 2022) in regard to GCPD (Gallons Per Capita
Demand.)
Populations and Demands - Tom Gooch provided an overview of the planning process
and scenarios to consider when planning for future water demands. Considerations
include population projections, current commitments and dry year demands, existing
supplies and water rights, reduction or interruption of existing supplies, future water supply
needs, and water management strategies.
Existing Supplies and Water Rights – Deputy Director Billy George provided a review of
the District’s sources for existing water rights and dry year reliable supplies related to
Lavon Lake, Lake Chapman, Wilson Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant, East Fork Raw
Water Supply Project, Main Stem Pump Station, Lake Texoma (Wylie and Leonard Water
Treatment Plants), Upper Sabine, Lake Bonham, and Bois d’Arc Lake. The total permitted
amount of water from these sources is 794 million gallons per day and dry year reliable
supply is 447 million gallons per day. A projection for these sources in dry years from
2025 to 2080 was provided. Considerable discussion followed regarding water supplies
and population projections.
Future Water Supply Needs – Mr. Gooch provided a presentation on major assumptions
for existing water supplies for Expected Supply, Higher Supply, and Lower Supply.
Factors included population, return flows, reservoir yields, Texoma blending, and the
contract with the Sabine River Authority.
Expected demand and supply to 2080 with Texoma water at the Leonard Water Treatment
Plant was presented. The projections reflect that a new water source needs to be online
by 2036. A chart representing the anticipated gap between the District’s current
commitments and supplies was provided based on projected population from 2025 to
2080.
In response to a Director’s question, Mr. Gooch advised that the projections presented
include the District’s current customers plus Fannin County, which will be a customer in
the future. Discussion of reuse water and evaporation rates followed.
Potential Future Customers – Mr. Muraski advised that each year approximately 55,000
people move into the District’s service area. He advised that the cities of Celina, Blue
Ridge, and Weston, as well as the remainder of Collin County have submitted formal
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requests to become customers of the NTMWD in the future. He added that they have
been planned for as part of Region C and were included in the Bois d’Arc Lake 404 permit.
He noted that Celina’s current population estimate is considerably higher than previously
known. President Dyer inquired whether the District can legally decline to serve an
applicant. Attorney Sara Thornton responded that the District’s enabling legislation
obligates the District to its Member cities, not to Customers without a contract. She noted
that the contracts written include language that Member cities have priority in regard to
water supplies. Mr. Muraski presented information regarding the impact of these potential
future Customers.
President Dyer called for a recess at 2:58 p.m. The meeting reconvened at 3:10 p.m.
Water Management Strategies – Mr. Muraski reviewed strategies that are currently ongoing and will not be included in this presentation as follows:
•
•
•
•

Expansions at the Leonard Water Treatment Plant
Connection from Lake Texoma to the Leonard Water Treatment Plant for
blending
Renewal of the Interim Upper Sabine Contract (Lake Fork, Lake Tawakoni)
Other additional Reuse Water Rights

Mr. Muraski provided background on the screening process used by staff when preparing
the 24 potential Water Management Strategies. Those 24 will be evaluated based on
established criteria.
Based on evaluation, up to eight will be considered for
recommendation and further cost evaluation for inclusion in the Capital Improvement
Program. The evaluation criteria includes Supply Quantity, Reliability, Water Quality,
Certainty, Cost, Environmental Impacts, Legal and Regulatory Requirements, and Time
to Implement.
Lissa Gregg provided a list of Water Management Strategy Types, including Advanced
Water Conservation, Groundwater and Aquifer Storage and Recovery, Water Reuse,
Existing Surface Water Sources, and New Surface Water Sources. Specific Strategies
were categorized by Type. A location map that included potential water sources was
provided.
A listing of the Strategies was reviewed. Pros and Cons for each were provided.
Comments and suggestions from Board Members were received. In response to a
Director’s question, Executive Director Covington responded that Customer City contracts
include language related to water conservation. Discussion regarding additional use of
Texoma water and endangered species followed. Permitting strategies for existing
surface water were briefly discussed. A listing of potential new surface water was provided
however, it was noted that new surface water sources could take 25 - 50 years to fully
implement.
Billy George asked Board members if there are any other Strategies that should be
considered during this evaluation. Suggestions included water sharing, methods to
reduce evaporation, and communication with legislators concerning growth and providing
funding for water sources.
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President Dyer confirmed with Mr. George that he and staff will be working on short-term
goals that will run parallel to the Long Range Water Supply Plan. Executive Director
Covington advised that a discussion on this matter will be on the next Board agenda.
Mr. George provided a summary of today’s discussion and reviewed the next steps.
Responses from Directors included the need to communicate to the affected cities that
resolving the future water issues comes at a cost, and if not addressed, people need to
know that water will be limited.
Executive Director Covington advised that the next Work Session on this matter will be in
the fall of 2022. In the interim staff will evaluate the Strategies and estimate costs.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at approximately 4:37 p.m.
APPROVED:
_______________________
PHIL DYER, President
ATTEST:
__________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary

(Seal)

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-03
MONTHLY CONSTRUCTION REPORT
RECOMMENDATION

The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors authorize the
Monthly Construction Report in accordance with NTMWD’s Board Policies Manual for project
changes greater than $100,000 and less than $500,000.

I.

CONSTRUCTION CHANGE ORDERS ONLY
WATER SYSTEM
a. Project No. 101-0511-18, Wylie Water Treatment Plant (WTP) I Washwater Supply
System Improvements, Change Order No. 2
Description
Original Contract Amount
Prior Change Order(s) Total

Amount
$6,128,875.00

Days
560

$(1,040.00)

0

$(60,000.00)

0

$(168,000.00)

0

$66,661.00

0

$7,676.00

0

Proposed Change Order No. 2 (Decrease)

$(153,663.00)

0

Revised Contract Amounts

$5,974,172.00

560

Proposed Change Order No. 2
Delete Bid Item H-01 – Repair of overhead concrete
surface repair
Delete Bid Item H-02 – Repair of vertical concrete
surface repair
Add 91 linear feet (LF) of structural repairs
Add 19 LF of additional concrete spall repairs

Original Completion Dates: Substantial – November 15, 2022; Final – December 15, 2022
Revised Completion Dates: No Change
Funding in the amount of ($153,663.00) for Change Order No. 2 to Schofield Civil Construction,
LLC, will be credited back to the Regional Water System Capital Improvement Fund
b. Project Nos. 101-0390-15 Wylie Water Treatment Plant (WTP) Biologically Active
Filtration, 101-0496-18 Ammonia System Improvements, and 101-0517-18 Wylie
Water Treatment Plant II Structural and Mechanical Improvements, Construction
Manager At-Risk (CMAR) Amendment No. 5 (Change Order No. 2).
Description
Original Contract Amount (Preconstruction Services)

Amount
$811,369.00

Days
1025
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Prior Contract Amendment Total (Nos. 1 through 4)
Proposed Amendment No. 5 (Change Order No. 2)
Modification of shoring system for 96-inch meter vault
(NTE) to Project No. 101-0517-18
Proposed Change Order No. 2 Increase
Revised Contract Amounts

$31,239,768.35

197

$175,000.00

0

175,000.00

0

$32,226,137.35

1222

Original Completion Dates: Substantial – July 12, 2023; Final – October 10, 2023
Revised Completion Dates: Substantial – March 25, 2024; Final – April 24, 2024
Funding for Project No. 101-0517-18 in the not-to-exceed amount of $175,000 for Amendment
No. 5 to MWH Constructors, Inc., is available in the Regional Water System 2019A Construction
Fund
WASTEWATER SYSTEM
a. None.
SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
a. None.

II.

AUTHORIZATION TO ISSUE CONSTRUCTION FINAL PAYMENT ONLY

Work on the following projects is substantially complete with only minor deficiencies remaining.
Final payment in the total amounts shown will be made on these projects when completion of all
deficiency items is verified.
WATER SYSTEM
a. None.
WASTEWATER SYSTEM
a. None.
SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
a. None.
III.

CONSTRUCTION CHANGE ORDER AND AUTHORIZATION TO ISSUE FINAL
PAYMENT ONLY

Work on the following projects is substantially complete with only minor deficiencies remaining.
Final payment in the total amounts shown will be made on these projects when all work associated
with the change order shown on the tabulation shall have been completed and accepted, and
completion of all deficiency items is verified.
WATER SYSTEM
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a. None.
WASTEWATER SYSTEM
a. Project No. 501-0590-21, North McKinney Interceptor Improvements Phase II Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Re-Inspection and Richardson Spring
Creek Trunk Sewer Improvements Inspection, Change Order No. 1
Description
Original Contract Amount
Proposed Change Order No.1
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-2, Locating Manhole
with Signal Transmitting Device, CO1–1
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-3, Multi-Sensor
Inspection (MSI) of Richardson Spring Creek Interceptor
(21-inch to 27-inch Diameter), CO1–2
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-4, Post Processing of
MSI Inspection Data, CO1–3
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-5, Data Conversion for
Import into IT Pipes Inspection Data Management
System for Review by Engineer, CO1–4
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-6, Sewer Line Cleaning
as Needed (24-inch to 36-inch) District Authorization
Required, CO1–5
Adjust quantities for Bid Item A-7, Solids Disposal from
Cleaning Activity, CO1–6
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-2, Locating Manhole
with Signal Transmitting Device, CO1–7
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-3, Multi-Sensor
Inspection of North McKinney Interceptor, Phase II (27inch to 36-inch Diameter), CO1–8
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-4, Post Processing of
MSI Inspection Data, CO1–9
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-5, Data Conversion for
Import into IT Pipes Inspection Data Management
System for Review by Engineer, CO1–10
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-6, Sewer Line Cleaning
as Needed (24-inch to 36-inch) District Authorization
Required, CO1–11
Adjust quantities for Bid Item B-7, Solids Disposal from
Cleaning Activity), CO1–12
Additional calendar days of contract time
Proposed Change Order No. 1 Decrease
Revised Contract Amounts

Amount
$321,150.00

Days
286

($450.00)

0

($1,322.75)

0

($1,017.50)

0

($81.40)

0

($36,000.00)

0

($3,000.00)

0

($450.00)

0

($4,998.50)

0

($3,845.00)

0

($307.60)

0

($69,000.00)

0

($3,000.00)

0

$0.00

51

($123,472.75)

51

$197,677.25

337

Original Completion Dates: Substantial – January 7, 2022; Final – February 1, 2022
Revised Completion Dates: Substantial – February 27, 2022; Final – March 24, 2022
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Funding in the amount of ($123,472.75) for Change Order No. 1 to Ace Pipe Cleaning, Inc., will
be credited back to the Upper East Fork Interceptor System 2020 Construction Fund
SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
a. None.
IV.

AMENDMENTS TO ENGINEERING, INSPECTION AND/OR LEGAL SERVICES ONLY:
WATER SYSTEM
a. Project No. 101-0566-20, Plano West Side Pipeline, Plano Delivery Point No. 3 to
Richardson Delivery Point No. 2
DESCRIPTION
Original ESA

AMOUNT
$1,249,977.00

Prior Additional Services
Proposed Additional Services

$0.00
$185,628.00

Right-of-Way (ROW) and easements

$31,730.00

Topographic survey

$18,440.00

Subsurface Utility Engineering
Revised ESA Amount

$135,458.00
$1,435,605.00

Funding in the amount of $185,628.00 to Lockwood, Andrews and Newman, Inc., is available in
the Regional Water System Capital Improvement Fund
WASTEWATER SYSTEM
a. Project No. 310-0535-19, Muddy Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
Operations Building Improvements
DESCRIPTION
Original ESA
Prior Additional Services
Proposed Additional Services
Transom windows
Revised ESA Amount

AMOUNT
$129,000.00
$65,370.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$197,370.00
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The cumulative amount requested exceeds 25% of the original contract value. NTMWD staff
recommends approval of the additional services on this report in lieu of an individual
Administrative Memorandum due to the minimal amount.
Funding in the amount of $3,000.00 to Huitt-Zollars, Inc., is available in the Muddy Creek
Wastewater Treatment Plant 2019 Construction Fund
b. Project No. 301-0499-18, Wilson Creek Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
(RWWTP) Maintenance Facility and Solids Operations Facility
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Original Inspection Services Agreement (ISA)

$207,393.00

Prior Additional Services

$103,244.00

Proposed Additional Services
Additional inspection services due to extended
construction contract time
Revised ISA Amount

$26,923.00
$26,923.00
$337,560.00

The cumulative amount requested exceeds 25% of the original contract value. NTMWD staff
recommends approval of the additional services on this report in lieu of an individual
Administrative Memorandum due to the minimal amount.
Funding in the amount of $26,923.00 to Dietz Engineering, is available in the Regional
Wastewater System 2020 Construction Fund
c. Project No. 501-0522-18, Upper East Fork Interceptor System (UEFIS) Storage and
Parking Facilities
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Original ISA

$67,178.00

Prior Additional Services

$33,442.00

Proposed Additional Services
Additional inspection services due to extended
construction contract time
Revised ISA Amount

$9,047.00
$9,047.00
$109,667.00

The cumulative amount requested exceeds 25% of the original contract value. NTMWD staff
recommends approval of the additional services on this report in lieu of an individual
Administrative Memorandum due to the minimal amount.
Funding in the amount of $9,047.00 to Dietz Engineering, is available in the Upper East Fork
Interceptor System 2019 Construction Fund
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d. Project No. 507-0549-19, Buffalo Creek Interceptor Tunnel
DESCRIPTION
Original ESA
Prior Additional Services
Proposed Additional Services
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) 5-year
Asset Management Plan for Buffalo Creek system
(required for $1 million grant)
Revised ESA Amount

AMOUNT
$2,391,254.00
$595,915.00
$48,624.30
$48,624.30
$3,035,793.30

The cumulative amount requested exceeds 25% of the original contract value. NTMWD staff
recommends approval of the additional services on this report in lieu of an individual
Administrative Memorandum due to the minimal amount.
Funding in the amount of $48,624.30 to Gresham Smith, is available in the Buffalo Creek
Interceptor System 2020 Construction Fund.
SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
a. None.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-04
DESIGNATION OF AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE TEXAS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
INVESTMENT POOL (TEXPOOL)
RESOLUTION NO. 22-08
ACTION (What)

Amend the list of authorized representatives for Investments in TexPool.
PURPOSE (Why)
TexPool requires the Board of Directors approve any and all changes to the list of the District’s
authorized representatives.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors adopt Resolution
No. 22-08, “A Resolution Amending Authorized Representatives for Investments in TexPool.” The
resolution is required to be submitted with a Participation Agreement for participation in each local
government investment pool.
Contracting Party:

N/A

Scope:

Designate authorized NTMWD representatives in TxPool

Project:

N/A

Amount:

N/A
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☒ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
•

Section 1.4.5 of the District’s Investment Policy authorizes the investment of District Funds in
“Eligible Investment Pools” which comply with the Public Funds Investment Act. TexPool is
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•

•
•
•
•
•

AAAm rated, which meets the requirements set forth in the District’s Investment Policy. Its
primary investment objectives are to protect principal, maintain liquidity, provide safety of
funds, and maximize returns. Participants include cities, counties, school districts, institutions
of higher education, special districts, and other public entities of Texas.
TexPool originated in 1989 and is the oldest and largest investment pool in the state. The pool
currently provides investment services for 2,685 participants. As of February 28, 2022, the
fund balance was $29.98 billion and the average yield for the month of February was 0.06%.
Federated Investors, Inc., administers the pool.
The attached resolution amends the list of authorized representatives to take such action as
necessary to invest funds with the pool.
Texpool only allows authorized representatives to communicate with Texpool regarding the
District’s accounts or enter transactions online. District employees can only move funds
between District accounts.
The District has 3 employees designated to enter transactions and 4 employees designated
to review and approve transactions.
The District’s internal controls require 2 approvals for all transactions.
This action was last taken in August 2021.
FUNDING

FUND(S):

No funding requested.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. 22-08
A RESOLUTION AMENDING AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVES FOR INVESTMENTS IN TEXPOOL
WHEREAS, North Texas Municipal Water District ("Participant") is a conservation
and reclamation district and political subdivision of the State of Texas and is empowered
to delegate to a public funds investment pool the authority to invest funds and to act as
custodian of investments purchased with local investment funds; and,
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the Participant to invest local funds in
investments that provide for the preservation and safety of principal, liquidity, and yield
consistent with the Public Funds Investment Act; and,
WHEREAS, The Texas Local Government Investment Pool ("TexPool"), a public
funds investment pool, was created on behalf of entities whose investment objections in order
of priority are preservation and safety of principal, liquidity, and yield consistent with the
Public Funds Investment Act; and,
WHEREAS, the Participant has established an account in its name in TexPool for
the purpose of transmitting local funds for investment in TexPool; and,
WHEREAS, the Participant desires to add Authorized Representatives.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR MEETING
RESOLVES THAT:
1. The individuals, whose signatures appear in this Resolution, are Authorized
Representatives of the Participant and are each hereby authorized to transmit funds
for investment in TexPool and are each further authorized to withdraw funds from time
to time, to issue letters of instructions, and to take all other actions deemed necessary
or appropriate for the investment of local funds.
2. An Authorized Representative of the Participant may be deleted by a written
instrument signed by all remaining authorized representatives provided that the
deleted Authorized Representative: (1) is assigned job duties that no longer require
access to the Participant's TexPool account, or (2) is no longer employed by the
Participant.
3. The Participant may by Amending Resolution signed by the Participant add an Authorized
Representative provided the additional authorized representative is an officer, employee,
or agent of the Participant.
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4. The following are Authorized Representatives of the Participant and shall be issued
Personal Identification Numbers:
a. Name:

Jeanne Chipperfield

Title: Deputy Director - Administrative Services

Signature:_____________
b. Name:

Erik Felthous

Title: Assistant Deputy - Finance

Signature:_____________
c. Name:

Drew Farris

Holly Matthews

Daniel J. Sellars

Name:

Paxton Payne

Linda Staller

Phone: 469-626-4369

Title: Investment Coordinator

Signature:___________________________
g. Name:

Phone: 469-626-4375

Title: Debt and Investment Supervisor

Signature:___________________________
f.

Phone: 469-626-4354

Title: Accounting Manager

Signature:___________________________
e. Name:

Phone: 469-626-4565

Title: Finance Manager

Signature:___________________________
d. Name:

Phone: 469-626-4317

Phone: 469-626-4373

Title: Budget Coordinator

Signature:___________________________

Phone: 469-626-4350

Drew Farris (e-mail - dfarris@ntmwd.com / Fax 972-442-5400) is the Authorized
Representative provided above that will have primary responsibility for performing
transactions and receiving confirmation and monthly statements under the
Participation Agreement.
5. That this resolution and its authorization shall continue in full force and effect until
amended or revoked by the Participant, and until TexPool receives a copy of such an
amendment or revocation.

THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NTMWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A
REGULAR MEETING ON MARCH 24, 2022, IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF THE
NTMWD, WYLIE, TEXAS.

______________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary
(SEAL)

________________________________
PHIL DYER, President

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-05
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
NORTH SYSTEM AIR VALVE IMPROVEMENTS
PROJECT NO. 101-0442-16
ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
ACTION (What)

Authorize engineering services agreement with Freese and Nichols, Inc. (FNI) for additional
Engineering Design for the North System Air Release Valve (ARV) Improvements project,
Phase II.
PURPOSE (Why)
This project addresses upgrading ARVs to current Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality (TCEQ) standards, upsizing based on surge modeling, and includes condition related
improvements. This project supports the Strategic Plan initiative 1.1.3 Meet or Surpass
Regulatory Requirements.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors authorize the
Executive Director to execute an engineering services agreement (ESA) as follows:
Consultant:

Freese and Nichols, Inc.

Scope:

Additional Engineering Services

Project:

No. 101-0442-16, North System Air Valve Improvements

Amount:

$439,305

This will be an item on the March 23, 2022, Water Committee agenda.
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☒ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☒ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other
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BACKGROUND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) rules and regulations for design of water
transmission systems require venting of air release valves above grade.
Some existing NTMWD ARV installations require installation to meet TCEQ requirements.
In October 2017 the Board approved Administrative Memorandum No. 5019 authorizing an
Engineering Services Agreement with FNI to provide engineering design and coordination
services on Project No. 101-0442-16, North System Air Valve Improvements, Phase I.
Phase I included inspection of 239 North System ARV’s and developed a prioritized air valve
improvements list. Of the 239 ARV’s, 224 were identified as needing some level of
improvement. The inspection classified the ARVs into 3 categories.
Priority 1 ARV’s do not meet the TCEQ requirement at ARV’s be vented above grade. 122
locations required improvements to meet TCEQ regulations.
Priority 2 identified ARV’s that would need to be upsized or were needing repair or
replacement due to condition. The study identified 102 ARVs meeting this condition.
Priority 3 identified 15 ARV’s that did not require any changes.
Phase I design and construction included replacement of 70 Priority 1 ARV’s
Phase II design and construction will include replacement of the 52 remaining Priority 1 ARV’s
The planning level estimated cost for phase II is $4,241,908
A future contract will be presented to the Board for authorization under a separate ESA to
design and construct improvements to the 102 Priority 2 ARV’s.

PROJECT COMPONENTS
• The North System Air Valve Improvements, Phase II will replace 55 existing ARV’s, redirect
venting, and repair/upsize associated manholes, as needed.
o Included are 3 locations originally from Phase I construction scope, which were moved to
Phase II due to design necessary modifications to address unforeseen site conditions.
o The 52 remaining “Priority 1” locations which do not have direct venting above ground
make up the balance of the work for the Phase II contract.
BASIC SERVICES
• Project Management,
• Design Services
• Bid Phase Services
• Construction Phase Services
SPECIAL SERVICES
• Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE)
o Level A SUE – Horizontal and vertical locating by exposing the pipe
o Level B SUE – Horizontal locating by non-digging methods
• Survey
o Design mapping
o Easement research
o Permanent and temporary construction easement documents
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ENGINEERING SERVICES FEE
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Original ESA (Ad Memo 5019)

$799,850.00

Prior Additional Services

$101,300.00

Proposed Additional Basic Services

$191,015.00

Proposed Additional Special Services

$248,290.00

Proposed Requested Amount

$439,305.00

Revised ESA Amount

$1,340,455.00

FUNDING
FUND(S): Funding in the amount of $439,305 to Freese and Nichols, Inc. is to be made available
utilizing the Regional Water System Extendable Commercial Paper (ECP) Program as the
appropriation source; actual issuance of ECP will occur as cash needs arise.
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NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 21-03-06

REGIONAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY AT THE 121 REGIONAL DISPOSAL FACILITY
IN THE FORM OF A PERMANENT UTILITY EASEMENT TO THE CITY OF MELISSA
RESOLUTION NO. 22-09
ACTION (What)
Adopt a resolution to authorize the Executive Director to execute a permanent easement with the
City of Melissa.
PURPOSE (Why)
City of Melissa is extending its Stiff Creek Gravity Sewer Interceptor line to the north of Sam
Rayburn Highway to increase development capacity in an area without sanitary sewer access.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors adopt Resolution No.
22-09, “A Resolution for Conveyance of Property in the form of a Permanent Easement to the City
of Melissa at the 121 Regional Disposal Facility.”
Acquiring
Party:

City of Melissa

Scope:

Execution of a permanent easement

Project:

N/A

This item was discussed at the November 17, 2021, Real Estate Committee meeting and will be an
agenda item on the March 23, 2022, Real Estate Committee meeting agenda.
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☒ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________
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PROJECT PURPOSE
• The purpose of this consent agenda item is to authorize the Executive Director to execute a
permanent easement with City of Melissa to allow for the construction of a gravity sewer
interceptor.
• This is an extension of the Stiff Creek Gravity Sewer Interceptor, allowing increased
development capacity in areas without sanitary sewer access to the north of Sam Rayburn
Highway.
• The permanent easements are written for sanitary sewer pipeline and related facilities only.
• NTMWD granted two permanent utility easements and three temporary construction easements
to City of Melissa for this project in December 2021, authorized by Resolution 21-56.
• Approximately 0.276 acres of additional permanent easement is needed.
• The easements, with survey plats, are available for review upon request.
FUNDING
FUND(S):

None required.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. 22-09
A RESOLUTION FOR CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY IN THE FORM OF
A PERMANENT EASEMENT TO THE CITY OF MELISSA AT THE
121 REGIONAL DISPOSAL FACILITY
WHEREAS, City of Melissa plans to install a sanitary sewer line across a portion of the
121 Regional Disposal Facility at the property boundary along State Highway 121 as well as
across a portion of unimproved property north of State Highway 121, outside the 121 Regional
Disposal Facility property boundary; and,
WHEREAS, it is necessary to acquire a permanent easement required for construction.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR MEETING DETERMINES
AND RESOLVES THAT:
1. There is a public need for, and the public welfare and convenience are to be served by
the conveyance of NTMWD property to facilitate construction of a sanitary sewer pipeline.
2. It is the recommendation of the Executive Director and NTMWD staff that the Board
authorize conveyance of approximately 0.276 acres of permanent easement located at
and near the 121 Regional Disposal Facility to City of Melissa.
3. The Executive Director is authorized to execute these easements with City of Melissa.
THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NTMWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR
MEETING ON MARCH 24, 2022, IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF THE NTMWD,
WYLIE, TEXAS.

_______________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary
(SEAL)

________________________________
PHIL DYER, President
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NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-07
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
BOIS D’ARC LAKE
PROJECT NO. 101-0120-07
CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY
RESOLUTION NO. 22-10
ACTION (What)

Convey easement to Zulu Internet Inc. for operation of a Communication Tower.
PURPOSE (Why)
In 2012, NTMWD purchased certain property for Bois d’Arc Lake along with a flood and flowage
easement. At the time of the purchase, Zulu Internet, Inc. was operating a communication
tower on the property under a verbal agreement with the owner of the property. Zulu has
requested that the District allow them to continue operating the communication tower on the
property that is now owned by the District. The communication tower provides improved
internet and other communication services to Fannin County, which benefits the public as well
as NTMWD.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director, NTMWD staff, and Saunders, Walsh and Beard recommend that the
Board of Directors adopt Resolution No. 22-10, “A Resolution Authorizing Conveyance of Property
by execution of Communication Tower Easement to Zulu Internet, Inc.”
Acquiring
Party:

Zulu Internet, Inc.

Scope:

Execution of permanent easement for Communication Tower

Project:

No. 101-0120-07, Bois d’Arc Lake

Amount:

N/A

This will be an item on the March 23, 2022, Real Estate Committee agenda
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☒ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
•
•
•
•
•

NTMWD purchased an approximately 11.77 acre tract from Ronald and Cynthia Weisz on
March 9, 2012, for Bois d’Arc Lake and a flood and flowage easement (the Property).
Prior to NTMWD’s purchase of the Property Zulu Internet, Inc., constructed and was
operating a communication tower on the Property under a verbal agreement with the
Weisz’s.
The communication tower provides internet and other communication services to the
residents and businesses of Fannin County, including NTMWD.
Zulu has requested that NTMWD enter into an easement agreement that would allow it to
continue to operate and maintain its communication tower at its current location on
NTMWD property.
The District’s legal counsel has prepared a Communication Tower Easement that allows
Zulu’s Communication Tower to remain on District property while protecting the District’s
interest. A copy of the proposed easement is attached hereto.
FUNDING

FUND(S):

None required.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. 22-10
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY BY EXECUTION OF
COMMUNICATION TOWER EASEMENT TO ZULU INTERNET, INC.
WHEREAS, the North Texas Municipal Water District (the “NTMWD”) owns and
operates Bois d’Arc Lake as part of its water supply system (the Lake Project); and
WHEREAS, the District acquired an approximately 11.77 acre tract (the Property)
on or about March 9, 2012 as part of the Lake Project; and,
WHEREAS, prior to the District’s purchase of the Property the owner of the
Property had entered into a verbal agreement with Zulu Internet, Inc. under which Zulu
has constructed, and is operating, a communication tower on the Property; and,
WHEREAS, the Communication Tower provides internet, and other
communication services to the residents and businesses of Fannin County, Texas,
including NTMWD; and,
WHEREAS, it is in the public interest that reliable internet and communication
services continue to be provided to the portion of Fannin County served by the tower; and,
WHEREAS, the operation of the Lake and the water quality of the Lake will not be
adversely impacted by the presence of the Communication Tower on NTMWD property.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF IN A REGULAR MEETING
DETERMINES AND RESOLVES THAT:
1. There is a public need for, and the public welfare and convenience are to be served
by entering into a Communication Tower Easement with Zulu Internet, Inc.
2. The Executive Director is authorized to execute the Communication Tower
Easement on behalf of the District.
THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NTMWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A
REGULAR MEETING ON MARCH 24, 2022, IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF
THE NTMWD, WYLIE, TEXAS.
_______________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary
(SEAL)

________________________________
PHIL DYER, President
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COMMUNICATION TOWER EASEMENT
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF FANNIN

§
§
§

KNOWN ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That the undersigned North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD or Grantor) and
Zulu Internet Inc., (Zulu or Grantee) for and in consideration of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other
good and valuable consideration do hereby enter into this Communication Tower Easement for
the limited purpose of allowing Zulu to operate and maintain a Communication Tower on
Grantor’s property as set forth below:
Recitals
Whereas Zulu constructed a Communication Tower on certain property in Fannin
County, Texas pursuant to a verbal agreement with Ron and Cynthia Weisz, said property being
described in that certain deed recorded in Volume 1117, page 13 and Volume 1221 page 37 of
the Official Public Records of Fannin County, Texas (the Property); and,
Whereas subsequent to Zulu constructing the Communication Tower, NTMWD acquired
the Property from the Weisz’s on or about March 16, 2012, as shown in that certain Deed
recorded at Volume 1603 page 262 of the official Public Records of Fannin County, Texas; and,
Whereas, the Communication Tower remains on the Property and is located within the
footprint of the Bois d’Arc Lake and/or a Flood and Flowage Easement owned by NTMWD
which fact is known to and hereby acknowledged by Zulu; and,
Whereas, Zulu has requested NTMWD grant it a permanent easement to operate and
maintain the Communication Tower on NTMWD property; and,
Whereas, NTMWD has determined it to be in the public interest to allow the
Communication Tower to remain in place on NTMWD’s property under the terms and
conditions set forth below:
Agreement
(1)

GRANT OF EASEMENT. NTMWD does hereby grant unto Zulu a permanent easement
to operate, maintain and repair one Communication Tower in Fannin County, Texas
located at the following coordinates: 33.670172, -96.045826 along with those guy wires
and other appurtenances required to support said Tower. Zulu shall not move or relocate
the Tower to any other portion of NTMWD’s Property. Zulu shall also have, and is hereby
granted, the right to cross NTMWD’s property from public roads to access the
Communication Tower provided that it must first obtain written approval from NTMWD
prior to constructing any all-weather road on improving any road on NTMWD property.

(2) CONDITION OF PROPERTY. Zulu accepts the Property on which the Communication
1

Tower is located AS IS WHERE IS, acknowledges that the Tower is located within the
footprint of the lake, NTMWD’s flood and flowage easement, and accepts all risk of loss and
damage to the Tower, and any related property, appurtenances, or improvements of Zulu’s
located within the above waterway and floodway. NTMWD MAKES NO WARRANTY,
EXPRESS, OR IMPLIED AS TO THE SUITABILITY OF THE PROPERTY FOR ANY
PURPOSE, THE CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY OR ANY OTHER MATTER
RELATED TO THE PROPERTY OR ZULU’S ABILITY TO USE THE PROPERTY FOR
THEIR PUPOSES OF A COMMUNICATION TOWER.
(3) INDEMNIFICATION.
(a) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, ZULU expressly agrees to defend
(at ZULU’S sole expense and with counsel acceptable to NTMWD), indemnify, and
save and hold harmless the NTMWD, and all of its officers, directors, shareholders,
employees, agents, successors, and assigns, from and against any and all claims, suits,
losses, causes of action, damages, liabilities, and expenses of any kind whatsoever,
including without limitation, all expenses of litigation and arbitration, court costs, and
attorney’s fees, arising on account of or in connection with injuries to or the death of
any person whomsoever, claims for damages from any third party, or any and all
damages to property (including the loss of use thereof), regardless of possession or
ownership, which injuries, death or damages arise from, or are in any manner
connected with, ZULU’S use of the Property or its Communication Tower, or are
caused in whole or part by reason of the acts or omissions or presence of the person
or property of the ZULU or any of its employees, agents, representatives,
subcontractors, or suppliers, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATIONS INJURIES,
DEATH, OR DAMAGES WHICH ARISE FROM OR IN CONNECTION WITH,
OR ARE CAUSED BY, ANY ACT, ERROR, OMISSION, OR NEGLIGENCE OF
ZULU, NTMWD, and all of their OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS,
EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, SUBCONTRACTORS, OR SUPPLIERS; BUT
EXCLUDING INJURIES, DEATH, OR DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE SOLE
NEGLIGENCE OR WANTON AND WILLFUL MISCONDUCT OF THE
NTMWD. The indemnification obligations under this Easement shall not be limited
in any way by any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation, or
benefits payable by or for the ZULU under worker’s or workman’s compensation
acts, disability benefit acts or other employee benefits acts, and shall extend to and
include any actions brought by or in the name of any employee of the ZULU or of
any third party to whom ZULU contract with or instruct to perform activities upon
the Premises.
(b) ZULU further shall hold NTMWD harmless and indemnify the NTMWD from and
assume all duties, responsibility and liability at ZULU’s sole cost and expense, for
all duties, responsibilities, and liability (for payment of penalties, sanctions,
forfeitures, losses, costs or damages) and for responding to any action, notice,
claim, order, summons, citation, directive, litigation, investigation or proceeding,
including without limitation any claims in strict liability, which is in any way
related to: a) failure to comply with any environmental or industrial hygiene law,
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including without limitation any regulations, guidelines, standards, or policies of
any governmental or industrial hygiene concerns or conditions as may now or at
any time hereafter be in effect, related to the Communication Tower unless such
compliance results from conditions caused by the NTMWD; and b) any
environmental or industrial hygiene conditions arising out of or in any way related
to the activities conducted by ZULU, its agents, employees, and contractors on the
Property, unless such environmental conditions are caused by the NTMWD.
(4) INSURANCE. ZULU and NTMWD agree that at its own cost and expense, ZULU will
maintain comprehensive general liability and property liability insurance with liability limits
of not less than $1,000,000 for injury or death of one or more persons in any one occurrence
and $500,000 for damage or destruction to property in any one occurrence.
(5) TERMINATION. Should ZULU cease using the Communication Tower as part of its
ordinary course of business for a period of one (1) year, NTMWD shall have the right to
terminate this Easement and require ZULU to remove its Communication Tower, guy wires,
and all other appurtenances and property located on the NTMWD property. ZULU, upon
termination of the Agreement shall, within ninety (90) days, remove its antenna structure(s),
footings to two (2) feet below grade, fixtures and all personal property (collectively,
“ZULU’s Property”) and otherwise restore the Property to its original condition, reasonable
wear and tear and casualty excepted. NTMWD agrees and acknowledges that all of the
equipment, fixtures and personal property of the ZULU shall remain the personal property of
ZULU, and ZULU shall have the right to remove same, whether or not said items are
considered fixtures and attachments to real property under applicable law. Anything
contained in this Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, should NTMWD determine that
ZULU’s use of the Property unreasonably interferes with NTMWD’s use of the Property for
Bois d’Arc Lake or otherwise negatively impacts the water quality of the Lake, or causes
NTMWD to be out of compliance with environmental or air water quality standards or
otherwise causes NTMWD to be in violation of any Permit, laws, or regulations, NTMWD
may terminate this Agreement by giving ZULO one (1) year’s prior written notice and upon
such termination this Easement shall be null and void, ZULU shall remove its
Communication Tower from the Property, and all Parties shall have no other obligation to
each other under the terms hereof.
(6) CASUALTY.
In the event of damage or destruction to the Communication Tower that
cannot reasonably be expected to be repaired within forty-five (45) days following same or,
if the Tower is damaged by wind, storm or other casualty so that such damage may not
reasonably be repaired, NTMWD shall have the right to terminate this Agreement as
provided in paragraph 5 above.
(7) ASSIGNMENT and SUBLEASE. This Agreement may NOT be sold, assigned or transferred
by ZULU without the express written approval of NTMWD except to ZULU’s principal,
affiliates, subsidiaries of its principal; to any entity which acquires all or substantially all of
the ZULU’S assets in the market defined by the Federal Communications Commission in
which the Property is located by reason of a merger, acquisition or other business
reorganization; or to any entity which acquires or receives an interest in the majority of
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communication towers of the ZULU in the market defined by the Federal Communications
Commission in which the Property is located. ZULU may not sublet the communication
tower without prior written consent of NTMWD, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed. Any approved sublease that is entered into by ZULU shall be subject to
the provisions of this Agreement and shall be binding upon the successors, assigns, heirs and
legal representatives of the respective parties hereto. The term “Sublease”, “Sublet”,
“Sublessee” and any other similar term shall apply to any situation by which ZULU allows a
third-party use of its communication tower located on the Premises, whether it be by formal
sublease, license or agreement. ZULU shall have no right to Sublease any other portion of
the Property. All rights and responsibilities of ZULU set forth in this Agreement shall be
enjoyed by and binding on any Sublessee.
(8) INTEGRATION. It is agreed and understood that this Agreement contains all agreements,
promises and understandings between the ZULU and NTMWD and that no prior written,
verbal, or oral agreements, promises or understandings shall be binding upon either party.
Any dispute, controversy or proceeding at law, and any addition, variation or modification to
this Easement shall be void and ineffective unless made in writing and signed by the Parties.
In the event any provision of the Easement is found to be invalid or unenforceable, such
finding shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this
Agreement. The failure of either Party to insist upon strict performance of any of the terms
or conditions of this Agreement or to exercise any of its rights under the Agreement shall not
waive such rights and such Party shall have the right to enforce such rights at any time and
take such action as may be lawful and authorized under this Agreement, either in law or in
equity.
(9) GOVERNING LAW; VENUE. This Agreement and the performance thereof shall be
governed, interpreted, construed, and regulated by the laws of the State in which the Property
is located and venue hereof shall be in the state court for Fannin County, Texas.
(10) NOTICES.
All notices hereunder must be in writing and shall be deemed validly
given if sent by certified mail, return receipt requested or by commercial courier, provided
the courier’s regular business is delivery service and provided further that it guarantees
delivery to the addressee by the end of the next business day following the courier’s receipt
from the sender, addressed as follows (or any other address that the Party to be notified may
have designated to the sender by like notice):
GRANTOR: North Texas Municipal Water District
Attn: Jennafer P. Covington, Executive Director
501 E. Brown Street
Wylie, Texas 75098
With a copy to:

Lewis L. Isaacks, Esq.
Saunders, Walsh & Beard
6850 TPC Drive, Suite 210
McKinney, Texas 75070
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GRANTEE:

With a copy to:

Mr. Jake Mead
Zulu Internet Inc.
2820 NW Loop 286
Paris, Texas 75460
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

Notice shall be given effective upon mailing by Certified Mail Return Receipt
Requested or delivering the same to a commercial courier, as permitted above.
(11)

SUCCESSORS. This Agreement shall extend to and bind the heirs, personal
representatives, successors and assigns of the Parties hereto.

(12)

APPLICABLE LAWS.
ZULU shall use the Property as may be required or as
permitted by applicable laws, rule and regulations related to the operation of same.
NTMWD agrees to keep the Communication Tower in conformance with all applicable,
laws, rules and regulations and agrees to reasonably cooperate with the NTMWD
regarding any compliance required by NTMWD in respect to the use of the Property.

(13)

SURVIVAL. The provisions of the Easement relating to indemnification by ZULU shall
survive any termination of this Agreement. Additionally, any provisions of this
Easement which require performance subsequent to the termination of this Easement
shall also survive such termination.

(14)

CAPTIONS. The captions contained in this Easement are inserted for convenience only
and are not intended to be part of the Easement. They shall not be utilized in the
construction or interpretation of the Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have set their hands and affixed their
respective seals the day and year first above written.
GRANTOR: North Texas Municipal Water District
By: Jennafer P. Covington
Its: Executive Director
Date:
5

GRANTEE: Zulu Internet, Inc.
By: ____________________________________
Its:_____________________________________
Date: __________________________________
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CONSENT AGENDA ITEM NO. 22-03-08
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
WYLIE TO ROCKWALL PIPELINE RELOCATION
PROJECT NO. 101-0526-18
PROPERTY ACQUISITION PROGRAM
RESOLUTION NO. 22-12
ACTION (What)

Adopt a resolution to authorize the NTMWD Executive Director to acquire property for the
previously approved Right-of-Way acquisition program for the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline
Relocation.
PURPOSE (Why)
In the course of acquiring permanent and temporary easements through the previously
approved right-of-way acquisition program for this pipeline relocation project, it was determined
an alternate access point for a section of the project is needed to be purchased in fee.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors:
1) Authorize the Executive Director to acquire property as part of the previously approved
right-of-way acquisition program for the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation, Project
No. 101-0526-18, with no additional budget needed; and,
2) Adopt Resolution No. 22-12, “A Resolution Authorizing the Use of Eminent Domain to
Acquire Property for the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation, Project No. 101-052618, and Delegating Authority to Initiate Condemnation Proceedings to the NTMWD
Executive Director.”
Consultant:

N/A

Scope:

Property acquisition and the necessary support services to facilitate the
purchasing of property for the project

Project:

Project No. 101-0526-18, Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation

Amount:

N/A

This will be an item on the March 23, 2022, Real Estate Committee agenda.
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☒ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
PROJECT PURPOSE
• A right-of-way acquisition program was previously approved for this project via Administrative
Memorandum 5615, Resolution 20-40.
• Contractors planned to use an easement along with Wylie-Rockwall-Farmersville Pipeline
Project WCF-88-1-027 as a means of construction access for a section of this project.
• Residential development in proximity to the easement eliminates NTMWD’s ability to use
the easement for construction access.
• An alternate access point is needed for current and future pipeline projects.
• A pipeline will be installed within this area during the next phase of this pipeline project.
• To reduce the risk of residential development encroaching within this access area, the land
needs to be acquired in fee simple--not permanent easement.
• This project requires approximately 1.50 acres of land. The Line List shows the affected
parcels and property owner – see Exhibit “A”.
SUPPORT SERVICES
• Employ the firm of Saunders, Walsh & Beard, Attorneys & Counselors, to act as counsel on
the acquisition of easements.
• Employ an appraiser to provide appropriate reports.
• Employ contracted land agents or acquisition company(s) to assist in property acquisition.
• Employ a title company to provide professional services related to certain property ownership
issues.
• Employ survey services to perform title survey for purchase and acquisition, and verify
property lines and potential easement locations when necessary.
FUNDING
FUND(S):

N/A (Funding previously approved by the Board on Resolution 20-40)

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. 22-12
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE USE OF EMINENT DOMAIN TO ACQUIRE
PROPERTY FOR THE WYLIE TO ROCKWALL PIPELINE RELOCATION, PROJECT NO. 1010526-18, AND DELEGATING AUTHORITY TO INITIATE CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS
TO THE NTMWD EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
WHEREAS, the NTMWD Board of Directors has authorized a right-of-way acquisition
program for the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation, Project No. 101-0526-18 (Project) by
Administrative Memorandum 5615, Resolution 20-40; and,
WHEREAS, an additional point of access is needed for a section of this Project; and,
WHEREAS, pipe will be installed within this land during the next phase of this Project; and,
WHEREAS, the area for access needs to be acquired in fee simple; and,
WHEREAS, it is necessary to proceed with the acquisition of land required for the
construction, operation, and maintenance of the Project improvements; and,
WHEREAS, it may be necessary to acquire the land required for the Project through the
use of eminent domain in the event negotiations are unsuccessful; and,
WHEREAS, it may be necessary to hire surveyors, appraisers, contract land agents, and
attorneys, in order to acquire the easement required for the Project; and,
WHEREAS, no additional funding is needed for the acquisition of properties needed for the
Project.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR MEETING DETERMINES
AND RESOLVES THAT:
1. There is a public need for and that the public welfare and convenience are to be served by
the improvements associated with the Wylie to Rockwall Pipeline Relocation, Project No.
101-0526-18.
2. It is in the best interest and is necessary to acquire approximately 1.50 acre of property in
fee simple from the properties described in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, and incorporated
by reference herein, to provide the required working area for prosecution of the work, and
operation and maintenance of the facilities.
3. The Executive Director is authorized to employ surveyors to assist in the acquisition
process, as required.
4. The power to initiate eminent domain proceedings is hereby delegated to the Executive
Director and she is hereby authorized to take all steps necessary to acquire the easements
for the Project; including the hiring of negotiators, appraisers, Title Company, and
attorneys.

RESOLUTION NO. 22-12
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5. The Executive Director is authorized to employ the firm of Saunders, Walsh & Beard,
Attorneys and Counselors, to represent the NTMWD in these land transactions; including
filing of Petitions for Condemnation on properties when the Executive Director determines
the property cannot be secured through negotiations and after issuance of a final offer letter
in accordance therewith.
6. No additional budget is required for this right-of-way acquisition program.
THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NTMWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR
MEETING ON MARCH 24, 2022, IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF THE NTMWD, WYLIE,
TEXAS.

_______________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary
(SEAL)

________________________________
PHIL DYER, President
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EXHIBIT "A"
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
WYLIE TO ROCKWALL PIPELINE RELOCATION
PROJECT NO. 101-0526-18
LINE LIST
Parcel No.
01 & 02

Property Owner
Shennandoah Real Estate Partners
TOTAL

Property Acquisition
(Acres)
1.50
1.50

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
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ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5812
NTMWD 2022-2027 STRATEGIC PLAN
RESOLUTION NO. 22-11
ACTION (What)

Adopt Resolution No. 22-11 related to NTMWD’s 2022-2027 Strategic Plan.
PURPOSE (Why)
The purpose of strategic planning is that it provides direction and focus by way of a written
document validated by the Board of Directors. With a clearly articulated vision, mission, and
core values, the District has organized a set of goals and objectives that sets a five-year
roadmap for success.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors adopt Resolution
No. 22-11, “A Resolution Adopting NTMWD’s 2022-2027 Strategic Plan.”
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☒ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
•

In 2015, the District developed its first strategic plan, setting a long‐range vision,
establishing focused Vision, Mission and Priorities as well as articulating a set of core
values summarized by the acronym I TRUST (Integrity, Trust, Respect, Unity, Safety,
Teamwork).

•

In 2019 the Board adopted an updated plan that reduced the plan’s Goals from five to the
current four:
o Goal 1: Service – Provide superior water, wastewater and solid waste services today
and tomorrow.
o Goal 2: Stewardship – Responsibly manage public resources to ensure
responsiveness, effectiveness and efficiency.
o Goal 3: Partnership – Actively collaborate with members, customers, partners,
employees and stakeholders.
o Goal 4: People – Build a talented, competent and committed team.

ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5812
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•

Beginning in late summer 2021 staff began a multi-phase process of reevaluating and
rewriting the plan’s initiatives associated with the Objectives and Goals. In order to
develop a more bottom-up process, staff began engagement with the District’s Managers.
Managers were asked to submit initiatives for consideration and inclusion in the plan.

•

Staff’s intention with this revision is to make the strategic plan more actionable and to
actively manage to the plan and engage with it regularly. Staff will track progress on all of
the plan’s initiatives and the organization will be held accountable for the results. Staff will
provide updates on progress and on an annual basis staff will present the Board with
changes based on progress and new priorities for the Board’s acceptance.

•

The total number of initiatives in the plan has decreased from 69 to 55. There are also
changes to four Objectives in Goals 1 and 2. One objective was removed for completion
and two were combined. The fourth was renamed. The plan now has 15 total objectives.

•

Staff is prepared to move forward with implementation immediately upon adoption by the
Board. Future Board engagement will include monthly highlights of activities associated
with particular objectives, changes to the Administrative Memorandum template to
connect project to plan Objectives and Initiatives, and regular discussion of plan activities
in the appropriate committees throughout the year.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. 22-11
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING NTMWD'S 2022-2027 STRATEGIC PLAN
WHEREAS, a Strategic Plan was developed in 2015 consisting of the vision, mission,
goals, and core values to ensure that priorities are clearly communicated to the North Texas
Municipal Water District (NTMWD) staff and Member Cities and Customers of the NTMWD; and,
WHEREAS, the Strategic Plan was revised in 2019 to update the goals and objectives of
the District while maintaining the vision, mission and values to ensure that priorities are clearly
communicated to the NTMWD staff and Member Cities and Customers of the NTMWD; and,
WHEREAS, staff conducted a comprehensive internal review of emerging priorities within
the District, utilizing input from all departments and levels of the organization in order to determine
the initiatives and action items needed to progress towards achieving these goals; and,
WHEREAS, The NTMWD Board of Directors met and reviewed potential updates to select
objectives; and,
WHEREAS, many of the objectives were reaffirmed or realigned to position the District for
continued success and progress; and,
WHEREAS, the Vision, Mission and Values of the North Texas Municipal Water District
remain unchanged; and,
WHEREAS, by adoption of the Strategic Plan, the Board of Directors reaffirms the four
goals for the District and adopts the objectives recommended by the staff for the 2022-2027
Strategic Plan; and,
WHEREAS, adoption of the attached 2022-2027 Strategic Plan is considered to be in the
best interest of the NTMWD.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR MEETING DETERMINES
AND RESOLVES THAT:
The NTMWD 2022-2027 Strategic Plan is hereby adopted by the Board of Directors.
THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NTMWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN A REGULAR
MEETING ON MARCH 24, 2022, IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF THE NTMWD,
WYLIE, TEXAS.

_____________________________
RICHARD PEASLEY, Secretary

(SEAL)

_______________________
PHIL DYER, President

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5813
AUTHORIZATION TO EXTEND
ELECTRICITY PURCHASE CONTRACTS
ACTION (What)

Authorize execution of contract extension with Calpine Energy Solutions (Calpine).
PURPOSE (Why)
This contract will provide long-term benefit in accordance with the NTMWD’s energy program
philosophy to maximize predictability, minimize cost volatility and achieve best practical rates.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors authorize execution
of a power purchase contract extension with Calpine Energy Solutions, LLC:
Contracting Party:

Calpine Energy Solutions, LLC

Purpose:

Extension of Electricity Purchase Contract

Amount:

Payments through Annual Operating Budget

Contract Term:

Extension from September 2027 through April 2036
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT

☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☒ Other: Long-term energy
program

PROJECT PURPOSE
• Power costs are increasing along with volatility due to ongoing retirement of coal resources,
the growth of new solar and wind resources along with intermittency issues associated with
renewable fuel sources, and the lack of growth of natural gas resources to provide stable and
redundant generation.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Calpine Energy Solutions and Direct Energy (Direct) are two retail electric providers that serve
NTMWD’s facilities in deregulated utilities. These relationships have been established through
two separate qualification processes and have served NTMWD for the past seven years.
Calpine’s current agreement runs through September of 2027 and Direct’s agreement runs
through April 2036.
Calpine and Direct where able to sustain the financial impacts of Winter Storm Uri, while many
providers and utilities went out of business or suffered significant losses.
NTMWD staff meets with Direct & Calpine on a recurring basis to review challenges that face
the Texas power market and help identify strategic opportunities that are of high value or serve
to mitigate risk.
Post Winter Storm Uri, NTMWD staff tasked Direct and Calpine to provide solutions that would
help protect NTMWD from enormous power costs associated with extreme weather events
and volatility in ERCOT’s real time power market.
Major components of the Calpine extension agreement:
o Contract extension out to April 30, 2036 to allow development of a framework for a longterm strategy.
o Allows for additional blocks of power to be fixed over time to account for load growth and
periods of high demands.
FUNDING

FUND(S):

Funding is to be made available in the Annual Operating Budget.

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
MARCH 2022

ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5814
WHOLESALE WATER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
CITY OF MESQUITE AND THE CITY OF CRANDALL
ACTION (What)

Approval of a Wholesale Water Agreement between the City of Mesquite (Mesquite) and the
City of Crandall (Crandall)
PURPOSE (Why)
This agreement will allow the City of Mesquite to supply treated water to Crandall until such
time when Crandall obtains additional supply from NTMWD. This is consistent with Section 3
(a) of the August 1, 1988, Regional Water Supply Facilities Amendatory Contract between the
NTMWD and Mesquite.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors approve the
Wholesale Water Agreement between the City of Mesquite and the City of Crandall.
Contracting
Party:

City of Mesquite and City of Crandall

Purpose:

Wholesale Water Agreement

Contract
Term:

30 years

This was a discussion item on the May 26, 2021, Water Committee and will be an item on the
March 23, 2022, Water Committee meeting agenda.
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☒ Administrative
☐ Other ______________
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BACKGROUND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The City of Mesquite is extending their infrastructure to improve service within their ExtraTerritorial Jurisdiction (ETJ) which extends approximately three (3) Miles from Crandall’s
service area as defined by its’ Certificate of Convenience and Necessity (CCN).
Crandall has requested that Mesquite extend the water transmission line improvements
into Crandall’s CCN and provide wholesale water services to Crandall until such time as
Crandall can obtain additional supplies from NTMWD.
Term of agreement is 30 years to provide maximum flexibility to Mesquite and Crandall.
The Agreement also covers how Crandall will pay Mesquite to extend their pipeline to
Crandall. Crandall has option for one-time payment or over time which would be under a
separate funding agreement between the two parties
The City of Crandall is a customer of North Texas Municipal Water District through the
Kaufman 4 – 1 system and is in the progress of designing and constructing a new delivery
point.
The wholesale water service is solely to Crandall and solely for the wholesale service
area. Crandall may not assign or transfer in whole or part its right to receive wholesale
water services prior to written approval of Mesquite and NTMWD.
Neither Mesquite nor Crandall are seeking any minimum adjustment now or in future
Pursuant to Section 3 (a) of the North Texas Municipal Water District Regional Water
Supply Amendatory Contract, as amended, approval of the Agreement by the NTMWD
Board is required. Approval of the Agreement by the NTMWD Board is also required for
NTMWD to agree to implement the terms of the Agreement
Crandall is required to adopt water conservation plan and drought contingency plan
consistent with the City of Mesquite, which may be amended from time to time.
Crandall approved the Agreement on January 18, 2022.
Mesquite approved the Agreement on February 21, 2022.
A copy of the Wholesale agreement between the City of Mesquite and Crandall is attached
FUNDING

FUND(S):

None Required

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
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ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5815
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
WYLIE WATER TREATMENT PLANT
AMMONIA SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
PROJECT NO. 101-0496-18
ENGINEERING SERVICES AGREEMENT
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
ACTION (What)

Authorize additional services related to design modifications and development of a separate
project procurement package.
PURPOSE (Why)
The advancement of the ammonia system design has revealed a need for additional ammonia
injection points to address potential raw water quality variations, and for a modified system
configuration to improve the long-term complexity and maintenance burden for the chemical
storage facilities. To limit the impact of these changes, it was recommended to move forward
with accelerated procurement of certain long lead equipment resulting in the production of an
additional set of bid documents. These additional services represent the added effort and costs
to make late changes to the design and to develop an additional procurement package. These
changes are consistent with Objective 1.4: Reliable and Resilient System; Initiative 1.4.3:
Optimize the functional capacity of existing facilities. The changes also meet Objective 2.2:
Efficient Business Practices; Initiative 2.2.4: Improve coordination between Engineering and
Operations staff in the design process to ensure serviceability.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors authorize additional
services as follows:
Consultant:

HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR)

Scope:

Final engineering design

Project:

No. 101-0496-18, Wylie Water Treatment Plant Ammonia System
Improvements

Amount:

$182,106
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☒ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☒ Safety
☐ Policy

☒ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

PROJECT PURPOSE
• Design critical improvements for the existing anhydrous ammonia tanks to reduce the number
of potential leak points and to improve the overall maintainability of the system.
• Convert to liquid ammonia system (LAS) and discontinue the use of anhydrous ammonia at
the Wylie Water Treatment Plant (WTP). This design approach provides for reduced risk and
improved safety of the ammonia systems, and is consistent with current NTMWD standard
operational processes.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Evaluation of additional raw water and temporary ammonia addition points
• Additional coordination with the Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR) as a part of the CMAR
design and construction procurement process
• Development of a separate bidding package to facilitate CMAR procurement of the peristaltic
metering pumps, transfer pumps, and fiberglass reinforced polymer (FRP) tanks
• Bid phase services and technical review of proposals for equipment procurements
• Design modifications to reduce excess redundant storage and transfer pumps at Wylie WTP’s
I, II and IV.
ENGINEERING SERVICES FEE
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Original ESA

$1,220,623.00

Prior Additional Services

$291,896.00

Proposed Additional Services

$182,106.00

Revised ESA Amount

$1,694,625.00

This recommendation is presented as an Administrative Memorandum because the cumulative
revised amount exceeds 25 percent of the initial ESA amount.
FUNDING
FUND(S):
Funding in the amount of $182,106 is to be made available in the Regional Water
System 2019A Construction Fund.

WTP III Anhydrous Ammonia Tanks

WTP III LAS Storage and Feed Facility

WTP IV LAS Storage and Feed Facility
WTP IV Anhydrous Ammonia Tanks

WTP I LAS Storage and Feed Facility

WTP II Anhydrous Ammonia Tanks

WTP I Anhydrous Ammonia Tanks

WTP II LAS Storage and Feed Facility

Legend
Wylie WTP LAS Facility
Existing Anhydrous Ammonia Tanks

Wylie WTP Ammonia System Improvements
Project No. 101-0496-18
Administrative Memorandum No. 5815
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ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5816
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
WYLIE TO GARLAND 42-INCH WATERLINE RELOCATION
PROJECT NO. 101-0563-20
TABULATION OF BIDS AND AWARD OF CONTRACT
AND AUTHORIZE INSPECTION SERVICES
ACTION (What)

Award a construction contract and authorize inspection services for the Wylie to Garland 42inch Waterline Relocation project.
PURPOSE (Why)
This project will relocate a section of the Wylie to Garland 42-inch waterline to accommodate
the Wylie Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) project at the intersection of State
Highway 78 and Brown Street, in Wylie. This relocation is consistent with Goal 1: Service;
Objective 1.1 High quality services.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director, NTMWD staff, and Teague, Nall and Perkins, Inc. recommend the Board
of Directors authorize the award of a construction contract as follows:
Contractor:

Dowager Utility Construction, Ltd.

Scope:

Construction

Project:

No. 101-0563-20, Wylie to Garland 42-inch Waterline Relocation

Amount:

Construction Contract:
Internal Inspection Services:

$1,479,200
$ 107,200

This will be an item on the March 23, 2022, Water Committee agenda.
DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☒ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________
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BACKGROUND
PROJECT PURPOSE
• In November 2018 NTMWD Engineering staff met with the WEDC to coordinate a feasibility
study for development of property along State Highway 78 (S.H. 78) between Brown Street
and Marble Street.
• In July 2019, WEDC presented additional information regarding a planned mixed-use
development for commercial, medical and retail businesses at the site. The development will
require approximately 1,400 linear-feet (LF) of the Wylie to Garland 42-inch Waterline to be
relocated closer to the S.H. 78 right-of-way. Currently the waterline alignment crosses the
planned development approximately 150 feet northwest from the S.H. 78 right-of-way (ROW).
• In October 2019, the WEDC submitted a proposal to the NTMWD that included the
conveyance of a new easement to the NTMWD along the S.H. 78 ROW and 100%
reimbursement of design, construction and inspection costs to relocate the 42-inch Waterline
to the new easement.
• In May 2020 the NTMWD Board of Directors approved Administrative Memorandum No. 5571
authorizing a development agreement with the City of Wylie Economic Development
Corporation.
• An ILA was approved by the District and the City of Wylie for this project’s permanent
easement.
• The purpose of this project is to relocate the 42-inch waterline in accordance with the project
requirements.
PROJECT COMPONENTS
• Approximately 1,400 LF of 42-inch waterline with two interconnections
• 42-inch Butterfly Valve with Vault
• Air Release Valve with Manhole
TABULATION OF BIDS
Bidder

Total Bid

Dowager Utility Construction, Ltd.

$1,479,200.00

Flow-Line Construction, Inc.

$1,699,285.00

Resicom, Inc.

$1,763,725.00

Western Municipal Construction of
Texas, LLC

$1,773,200.00

Engineers Opinion Of Probable
Cost

$1,864,000.00

Recommendation
Lowest Responsible Bid
Recommended for Award
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LOWEST RESPONSIBLE BIDDER HISTORY
Dowager Utility Construction, Ltd. has successfully completed or is currently in construction on
several projects of similar size and complexity:
• Dallas Water Utilities (DWU) Walcrest Pump Station. Installation of 36-inch, 48-inch, 54-inch,
60-inch, and 66-inch steel piping. This project was owned by DWU. Status: Completed in 2020.
Cost: $2.1 Million.
• 2018 DWSRF Drinking Water Improvements Project. This project for the Johnson County
Special Utility District includes 40,000 LF of 12-inch and 16-inch waterline and associated
appurtenances. Status: Project to be completed in April 2022. Cost: $2.65 Million.
• Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Silverline (Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Airport to Plano). 26-mile
rail extension from DFW airport to East Plano. Status: Project to be completed in 2024/2025.
Cost: Utilities $1.98 Million.
Dowager Utility Construction, Ltd. has completed three construction projects for NTMWD. These
projects are:
• Project No. 310, Wylie-McKinney 20” Waterline Relocation (completed February 2014)
• Project No. 393, Forney to Kaufman Pipeline Lowering at Farm-to-Market Road (F.M.) 987
and Country Oaks Drive (completed January 2016)
• Project No. 403, Wylie-McKinney 24-inch Waterline Steel Casing at F.M. 546 (completed
November 2016)
Based on their standing as lowest responsible bidder, the information provided on similar work
experience, and feedback from supplied references, The NTMWD staff and Teague, Nall and
Perkins, Inc. recommend award of the contract to Dowager Utility Construction, Ltd.
INTERNAL INSPECTION SERVICES
NTMWD will utilize internal inspection staff to cover all inspection tasks. The costs to NTMWD
related to this internal inspection coverage is approximately $107,200.
FUNDING
FUND(S): Funding in the amount of $1,479,000 to Dowager Utility Construction, LTD and
$107,000 for NTMWD internal inspection is to be made available in the Regional Water System
Capital Improvement Fund. Wylie Economic Development Corporation is to provide the District
100% reimbursement of design, construction and inspection costs to relocate the 42-inch
Waterline to the new easement.
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ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM NO. 5817
REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM
WATER CONVEYANCE PIPELINES CONDITION ASSESSMENT
PROJECT NO. 101-0608-22
ACTION (What)

Authorize condition assessments of four pipelines to be conducted by Pure Technologies under
their Master Professional Services Agreement dated July 15, 2020.
PURPOSE (Why)
Periodic inspections of pipelines using advanced methods is an important aspect of a
comprehensive linear asset management program. This process will use specialized tools that
can identify leaks and breaks in the reinforcing wires. A report will be developed for each
pipeline inspected. These assessments allow for making informed pipeline management
decisions, including understanding the likelihood of pipeline failures and need for repairs or
replacement of individual pipe segments. The risk management framework developed as part
of the NTMWD Linear Asset Management Plan Each identifies the inspection priority for
condition assessments. This request is consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 2.1.2
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend that the Board of Directors authorize
condition assessment of four pipelines to be conducted by Pure Technologies under their Master
Professional Services Agreement dated July 15, 2020.
Consultant:

Pure Technologies US, Inc.

Purpose:

Condition Assessment Services

Project:

No. 101-0608-22, Water Conveyance Pipelines Condition Assessment

Amount:

$2,929,069

This will be an item on the March 23, 2022, Water Committee agenda.
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☒ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
In 2020, with support from Simpson Gupertz and Heger, Inc. (SGH), NTMWD completed the
Water System Linear Asset Management Plan, which includes a risk management framework for
evaluating likelihood and consequence of failure for NTMWD pipelines. This framework provides
a data-driven method for identifying and prioritizing pipelines in need of condition assessment
using advanced pipeline inspection technologies. Each of the following pipelines has been
identified as a priority for condition assessment using this risk management framework.
Pipeline Name
McKinney Parallel 42”,
Phases II and III

Year
Constructed

Inspection
Length
Feet
Miles

Material

Proposed
Inspections

Ph II: 1984
Ph III: 1985

46,000

8.7

PCCP1

Apollo to Casa View 42”

1971

46,400

8.8

PCCP

Kaufman 20” Water
Supply

1974

25,000

4.7

BWCCP2

Electromagnetic3

Ph I: 2000
Ph II: 2002

107,000

20.3

60”:
BWCCP
72”: PCCP

leak detection4

Garland-Mesquite Phase
I (60”) & Phase II (72”)

leak and
electromagnetic
leak and
electromagnetic

Notes:
1
PCCP: Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe, AWWA C301 and C304
2
BWCCP: Bar-Wrapped Concrete Cylinder Pipe, AWWA C303
3
The Kaufman Water Supply pipeline was inspected in 2018, which included leak detection
for the entire pipeline (15.3 miles), and electromagnetic inspection of 10.7 miles. The EM tool
could not traverse butterfly valves in the pipeline at the time. Project No. 101-0427-16 modified
the pipeline to make completion of the electromagnetic inspection possible.
4
Electromagnetic inspection of the Garland-Mesquite pipeline is planned for the next condition
assessment cycle.
PROJECT PURPOSE
• Perform pipeline condition assessment using highly specialized tools, specifically developed
for concrete cylinder pipe, which can identify both active leaks and broken steel reinforcing
wires.
• Obtain information necessary to determine likelihood of failure for individual pipe segments
and make more informed pipeline repair and replacement decisions.
PROJECT COMPONENTS
• Acoustic leak detection and air pocket detection
• Electromagnetic (EM) inspection to identify broken reinforcing in concrete cylinder pipe.
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BASIC SERVICES
• Site reconnaissance, data collection, and preparation of inspection planning document
• Pre-inspection workshop
• Leak and air pocket detection of the entire length of the pipelines using proprietary acoustic
leak detection equipment.
• Pipeline structural integrity inspection of the entire length of the pipeline using proprietary
electromagnetic inspection equipment.
• Risk evaluation, final report, and workshop
• Pipe-by-pipe GIS data gathering
• Video of inside of pipe
SPECIAL SERVICES
• None
ENGINEERING SERVICES FEE
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Basic Services

$2,929,069

Special Services

$0.00

Requested Amount

$2,929,069
FUNDING

FUND(S):
Funding in the amount of $2,929,069 to Pure Technologies US, Inc. is to be made
available utilizing the Regional Water System Extendable Commercial Paper (ECP) Program as
the appropriation source; actual issuance of ECP will occur as cash needs arise.
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REGIONAL WASTEWATER SYSTEM
SISTER GROVE REGIONAL WATER RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY
PROJECT NO. 301-0426-16
INTERCONNECT AGREEMENT
ACTION (What)
Authorize funding and the execution of an Interconnect Agreement between Grayson Collin
Electric Cooperative (GCEC) and NTMWD for the Sister Grove Regional Water Resource
Recovery Facility (RWRRF) project and the cost for building the substation and power
distribution lines up to the Sister Grove RWRRF.
PURPOSE (Why)
The Sister Grove RWRRF falls within the service area of GCEC. The Interconnect Agreement
will establish the electrical agreement between NTMWD and GCEC. The projected electrical
load requirements from the Sister Grove facility will require the construction of both an electrical
substation and an electrical transmission line.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director and NTMWD staff recommend the Board of Directors authorize the
Executive Director to execute an interconnect agreement as follows:
Contracting Entity:

Grayson Collin Electric Cooperative, Inc.

Scope:

Interconnect Agreement

Project:

No. 301-0426-16, Sister Grove Regional Water Resource Recovery Facility

Amount:

$5,042,379.19

This item was discussed at the February 23, 2022, Wastewater Committee meeting.
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☒ Capacity
☐ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
PROJECT PURPOSE
• The Sister Grove Regional Water Resource Recovery Facility falls within the service area of
Grayson Collin Electric Cooperative. The projected electrical load requirements from the
Sister Grove facility will require the construction of both an electrical substation and an
electrical transmission line.
• Rayburn Electric will build the transmission line whereas GCEC will be responsible for the
substation and the distribution line to the Sister Grove RWRRF.
• Rayburn Country Electric Cooperative filed a certificate of convenience and necessity (CCN)
with the Public Utility Commission for a proposed 138-kilovolt (kV) transmission facility which
was approved in July 2021.
• NTMWD staff have been in discussion with GCEC during the design of the project to ensure
that that the NTMWD electrical facilities are designed for a safe, compatible, and reliable
parallel operation with the GCEC distribution system.
INTERCONNECT AGREEMENT
As part of the Interconnect Agreement, GCEC will:
• Furnish and install all facilities at the electrical substation, including metering and two service
transformers that will serve through Phase IV of the Sister Grove RWRRF. The substation will
be located within a 6-acre lot which Rayburn purchased which is situated on the south-west
corner of the Sister Grove RWRRF property adjacent to Collin County Road 336.
• Furnish and install all facilities associated with overhead distribution line from the electrical
substation to the GCEC service yard located on the east side of the dewatering building and
north of the power yard at the Sister Grove RWRRF. This includes but is not limited to four
electrical feeders (two feeders per transformer) and electrical cables up to the Point-ofInterconnect (POI). Concrete poles will be provided for durability because wood poles require
replacement every 20 to 25 years which would cause significant disruption to the Sister Grove
RWRRF.
• Furnish and install four pad mounted switchgears located in the Point-of-Interconnect (POI)
common area lying between GCEC service yard and NTMWD’s Sister Grove RWRRF.
• The cost provided by GCEC is $5,042,379.19.
As part of the Interconnect Agreement, NTMWD will:
• Furnish and install an access road from the front of NTMWD’s Sister Grove RWRRF near the
Sister Grove RWRRF Operations Building to the GCEC service yard.
• Furnish and install grading, a chain link fence, and rolling gates within the GCEC service yard
as outlined in the Sister Grove RWRRF construction plans.
• A copy of the Interconnect Agreement is attached.
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FUNDING
FUND(S):
Funding in the amount of $5,042,379.19 to Grayson Collin Electric Cooperative,
Inc. (GCEC) will be available in the Regional Wastewater System Clean Water State Revolving
Fund contingent upon Texas Water Development Board approval of the contract and release of
funding.

Service to NTMWD Sister Grove Plant
2/28/2022
Load Calculations for Sister Grove Plant (1‐31‐2020 email)
Connected kVA
@ 80% PF
Connected kW

Demand kVA @
80% PF

Phases 1&2

16028

12654

11907

Demand kW
9501

Phases 3&4

10608

8371

8476

6726

Total Phases 1‐4

26636

21025

20383

16227

Cost Estimate
Assumptions:

Serve Phase 1‐4 loads with two substation transformers, four feeders
and four switchgear to NTMWD Main‐Tie‐Main Switchgear
Cost:
$ 2,700,000.00

Substation:
Substation Transformers
Qty 2‐18/24/30MVA transformers

$ 1,100,000.00

Risers and Underground‐sub & yard
4 runs of 3ph 1000MCM

$

249,482.78

Two double circuit pole lines
Concrete Poles

$

992,896.41

Total

NTMWD Cost Estimates 2‐28‐2022

$ 5,042,379.19
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UPPER EAST FORK INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM
PLANO SPRING CREEK FORCE MAIN

PLANO SPRING CREEK FORCE MAIN RELOCATION AND
EASEMENT EXCHANGE AGREEMENT BETWEEN DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT AND
NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
ACTION (What)
NTMWD staff is requesting the Board authorize the relocation of the Plano Spring Creek Force
Main and associated Easement Exchange Agreement between North Texas Municipal Water
District (NTMWD) and Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART).
PURPOSE (Why)
DART is constructing a new commuter rail line, known as the Silver Line Regional Rail Project,
from the City of Plano to DFW International Airport. The Silver Line will be adjacent to the west
side of the existing DART Red Line Light Rail Train right-of-way just north of SH190 in Plano.
In order to construct the Silver Line at this location, DART must relocate a portion of NTMWD’s
36-inch Plano Spring Creek Force Main. This action authorizes DART to design and construct
the relocation, convey a new permanent 20-foot wide easement from DART to NTMWD,
provide a new License Agreement at no cost or annual fee to NTMWD, and allows NTMWD to
convey to DART the existing 20-foot easement and abandoned pipe upon successful
completion of the relocation. This work is essential for NTMWD to achieve Strategic Objective
3.3: Durable Strategic Partnerships.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Director, NTMWD staff, and Saunders, Walsh & Beard recommend the Board of
Directors authorize the Executive Director to execute the Easement Exchange Agreement as
follows:
Contracting
Party:

Dallas Area Rapid Transit

Scope:

Relocation of the Plano Spring Creek Force Main and Execution of Easement
Exchange Agreement

Project:

Plano Spring Creek Force Main Relocation

Amount:

$0

This item was discussed at the February 23, 2022, Wastewater Committee meeting and will be
an item at the March 23, 2022, Real Estate Committee agenda.
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DRIVER(S) FOR THIS PROJECT
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ Capacity
☒ Relocation or External Requests
☐ Safety
☐ Policy

☐ Asset Condition
☐ Redundancy/Resiliency
☐ Operational Efficiency
☐ Administrative
☐ Other ______________

BACKGROUND
PROJECT PURPOSE
• Execute the Easement Exchange Agreement Resolution between NTMWD and DART
• DART must relocate a portion of NTMWD’s existing 36-inch Plano Spring Creek Force Main
constructed under Project No. IRSCF 03-1 in 2006 from the west side of the Red Line to
the east side of the Red Line to facilitate construction of DART’s Silver Line project.
PROJECT COMPONENTS
• DART to design, construct and inspect the relocation of approximately 700 linear feet of 36inch force main.
• DART to convey a new 20-foot permanent easement for the relocated force main on the
east side of the Red Line to NTMWD within and on the far edge of the DART Right-of-Way.
• DART to relinquish the existing License Agreement and provide a new License Agreement for
the new crossing with no application or annual fee to NTMWD.
• NTMWD to perform design reviews and site observations during construction.
• NTMWD to convey the abandoned portion of the force main and corresponding 20-foot
easement to DART upon successful completion of the relocation.
• See attached Easement Exchange Agreement.
FUNDING
FUND(S): NTMWD’s share of funding is $0.
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DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT –
NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
EASEMENT EXCHANGE AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and entered into by and between DALLAS
AREA RAPID TRANSIT (“DART”), a regional transportation authority organized and existing
pursuant to Chapter 452, Texas Transportation Code, and the NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL
WATER DISTRICT (“NTMWD”) (individually referred to as a “Party” and collectively the
“Parties”), acting by and through their duly authorized representatives, and shall be effective on
the date last signed by a Party (the “Effective Date”).
WHEREAS, DART will be constructing a new commuter rail line, known as the Silver
Line Regional Rail Project (the “Silver Line”), from the City of Plano to Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport International; and
WHEREAS, the Silver Line will be adjacent to the west side of the existing DART Red
Line light rail train (“LRT”) right-of-way just north of SH190 and the DART City Line Station;
and
WHEREAS, the Parties entered into License Agreement Number 200727 on March 1,
2006 which allowed NTMWD to cross DART’s Red Line LRT corridor with its 36-inch sanitary
sewer force main; and
WHEREAS, in order to construct the Silver Line, DART must relocate a portion of the
NTMWD’s existing twenty (20) foot wide permanent easement containing a thirty-six (36) inch
sanitary sewer known as the Plano Spring Creek Force Main easement (the “Force Main
Easement”) which is in conflict with the Silver Line; and
WHEREAS, the Parties desire to resolve the utility conflict by the exchange of a portion
of the said twenty (20) foot Force Main Easement for a new twenty (20) foot wide easement
(“Replacement Easement”) to remove the conflict and allow DART’s construction of the Silver
Line (the “Project”); and
NOW, THEREFORE, in the consideration of the premises and of the mutual covenants
and agreements of the Parties hereto, to be by them, respectively kept and performed as hereinafter
set forth, it is agreed as follows:
1. AGREEMENT PERIOD.
This Agreement shall terminate upon DART’s tender of a “Certificate of Final
Completion” to NTMWD and the exchange and release of the easements identified in the
NTMWD’s Release of Easement, more particularly described in Exhibit B, for the release
of the Force Main Easement and DART’s conveyance of the Replacement sanitary sewer
easement for the thirty-six (36) inch Force Main Easement to NTMWD, more particularly
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described in Exhibit C, both exhibits attached hereto and incorporated herein for all
pertinent purposes.

2. SCOPE OF UTILITY RELOCATION .
The Parties agree that the scope of the utility relocation of the Plano Spring Creek Force
Main shall be limited to that authorized by the Parties, more particularly described as
shown in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein all pertinent purposes.
3. EASEMENT ACQUISITION AND LICENSE REPLACEMENT.
A.

In exchange for the release of the existing Force Main Easement, as described in
Exhibit B, DART will provide NTMWD a Replacement Easement in similar size as
described in Exhibit C.

B.

DART will further provide a replacement license for the current License No.
200727, at no cost to NTMWD, at the new Red Line LRT crossing location.

C.

DART is not responsible for any fees or purchase of additional easement areas
sought by NTMWD beyond DART’s easement conveyance referred to in this
Agreement. DART further agrees to provide a temporary construction right of entry
within DART’s right of way to accommodate the installation of the Force Main
within the Replacement Easement at no charge to NTMWD.

D.

DART and its designated contractor for the Silver Line, Archer Western Herzog
(“AWH”), will pay for and provide all surveys necessary to provide NTMWD with
property descriptions and graphic exhibits suitable for filing in the Collin County
Deed Records.

4. ENGINEERING RESPONSIBILITIES.
A.

DART will prepare or cause to be prepared the Silver Line final engineering
documents necessary for the development of the plans, specifications, and estimates.

B.

NTMWD will review all engineering documentation, including technical
memorandums, plans, specifications, and engineer’s estimates upon submission and
provide comments within a reasonable amount of time. DART will, at its own cost,
correct the documents to the satisfaction of NTMWD prior to construction of the
relocation of the Force Main.

C.

NTMWD has under construction Project 301-0439-16, Beck Branch Parallel
Interceptor Improvements Phase 2 and Plano Spring Creek Parallel Force Main
(“PN 439”). NTMWD will provide DART the survey file, specifications, and
drawings as a courtesy. NTMWD is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information, or how DART utilizes the information.
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D.

NTMWD will perform a surge analysis of the relocation design

E.

As part of PN439, NTMWD is to install an air release valve at or near the location
identified as the tie-in location of the relocated pipe to the Force Main Easement.
DART will include the air release valve design details from PN439 to install as part
of the Project (see Section 5 F Construction below.).

F.

DART or AWH will pay for and provide all surveys necessary to prepare design
documents, including but not limited to topographic survey and subsurface utility
exploration of all levels.

5. CONSTRUCTION.
A.

DART, its contractors, and NTMWD will have access to the designated Silver Line
area during utility relocations and at all times necessary to carry out its obligations
under this Agreement.

B.

DART’s contractor will perform the utility relocation construction for the Silver
Line in accordance with the contract specifications, reference codes, regulations,
and standards. Any extra work regarding any and all utilities, any field changes,
supplemental agreements or additional change orders that may become necessary
shall be the financial responsibility of DART. Any field changes associated with
NTMWD assets will be approved by NTMWD.

C.

DART will supervise and inspect all work performed by AWH, and DART will
provide such engineering, inspection, and testing services as may be required to
ensure that the construction is accomplished in accordance with the approved plans,
specifications, and estimate. NTMWD’s inspectors will have access to perform
daily observations within the utility relocation area.

D.

The Force Main Easement is extremely critical to NTMWD’s operations and cannot
be taken out of service. Thus, DART will provide temporary bypass piping, “hot”
tapping valves, and/or line stop valves to allow uninterrupted conveyance around
the portion of the existing Force Main Easement to be removed from service.
Sewage is pumped through the Force Main Easement using NTMWD’s Plano
Spring Creek Lift Station No. 2 (PSCLS#2) located at Accent Drive near US 75 in
Plano, TX. PSCLS#2 will stay in continuous operation during construction of the
relocated pipeline.

The Force Main Easement carries raw domestic sewage. Any spill of any amount must be
immediately reported to NTMWD. DART shall be responsible for any and all costs
associated with such spills related to DART’s utility relocation for the Silver Line. In the
event of such spill, DART’s contractor and/or NTMWD will work together on the cleanup
utilizing both NTMWD personnel and equipment and DART personnel and equipment as
needed for the containment, repair and clean-up of said spill.
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E.

Should the engineering design confirm the need of the air release valve within the
Project (see Section 4, Engineering Responsibilities), NTMWD will provide the air
release valve and manhole to DART or its contractor(s). DART or its contractors
shall install and test the air release valve. NTMWD will be responsible for
reimbursing DART for the actual cost of the installation and testing of the air
release valve upon submittal of an itemized invoice to NTMWD. Payment shall be
made by NTMWD to DART within 45 days of submission of the invoice to
NTMWD.

F.

Upon completion of the construction and only after receiving a “Certificate of
Acceptance” from NTMWD, DART will issue to NTMWD a “Certificate of Final
Completion” acknowledging the NTMWD segment of the Silver Line utility
relocation has been completed. Additionally, DART will deliver to NTMWD a
final set of “as-built” plans, in electronic PDF and AutoCAD format as soon as they
are available.

6. MAINTENANCE AND WARRANTY REQUIREMENTS.
Upon completion of the Project, NTMWD will maintain all of the improvements within
its easement limits. DART will require AWH to warrant all work against defects in
materials and workmanship in writing for a minimum period of one (1) year from the
tender of the “Certificate of Final Completion” to the NTMWD. During this warranty
period, DART will also require its contractor(s) to remedy any such defects in a timely
manner, or correct or repair any damages to NTMWD’s facilities that are determined to
be a consequence of the new modifications and/or related construction.
7. FUNDING RESPONSIBILITIES.
DART will be responsible for all costs as outlined herein associated with the utility
relocation of NTMWD’s Force Main Easement.
8. GOVERNING LAW.
This Agreement shall be construed under and in accordance with the laws of the State of
Texas. Any action brought by a Party to enforce any provision of this Agreement shall be
commenced in a state district court of competent jurisdiction in Dallas County, Texas.
9. LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION
TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, GRANTEE SHALL AT ALL TIMES
PROTECT, INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD GRANTOR HARMLESS
AGAINST AND FROM ANY AND ALL LOSS, COST, DAMAGE OR EXPENSE
FOR CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT OF GRANTEE,
ITS OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS ARISING OUT OF OR
INVOLVING THIS EASEMENT RESULTING IN PERSONAL INJURY, DEATH,
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OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. HOWEVER, THE DEFENSE AND INDEMNITY
PROVIDED FOR IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY
LIABILITY SOLELY CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF GRANTOR, ITS
OFFICERS, AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES, AND IN THE EVENT OF JOINT AND
CONCURRING NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT OF GRANTEE AND GRANTOR,
RESPONSIBILITY AND INDEMNITY, IF ANY, SHALL BE APPORTIONED
PROPORTIONATELY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF THE STATE OF
TEXAS. THE PARTIES DO NOT WAIVE ANY GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY
AVAILABLE TO THEM UNDER TEXAS LAW OR ANY DEFENSES OF THE
PARTIES UNDER TEXAS LAW. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS PARAGRAPH
ARE SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PARTIES HERETO AND NOT
INTENDED TO CREATE OR GRANT ANY RIGHTS, CONTRACTUAL OR
OTHERWISE, TO ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY.
10. ENTIRETY AND AMENDMENTS.
This Agreement embodies the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes all prior
agreements and understandings, if any, relating to the Property and the matters addressed
herein, and may be amended or supplemented only by a written instrument executed by the
Party against whom enforcement is sought.
11. SEVERABILITY.
If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be illegal or unenforceable in any
respect, such determination will not affect the validity or enforceability of any other
provision, each of which will be deemed to be independent and severable.
12. COUNTERPARTS.
The Parties may execute this Agreement in multiple originals and when taken together,
those originals constitute a whole.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this License on the date last signed.
DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT

By:________________________________________
Print Name: J. Todd Plesko
Title: Interim Executive Vice President,
Growth and Regional Development
Date: _______________________________

NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

By: ________________________________________
Jennafer P. Covington
Print Name: ________________________________
Executive Director/General Manager
Title: ______________________________________
Date: ______________________________________
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Exhibit A
Scope of Work for 36–inch Plano Spring Creek Force Main Relocation
North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) and
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)
The Utility Relocation for the NTMWD bypass and Force Main has the following engineering and
construction requirements which shall be performed by DART’s Silver Line Regional Rail Contractor,
Archer Western Herzog (AWH):
1. Engineering
A. General – DART shall provide the design for the bypass and relocation of the force main.
B. Specifications – DART shall prepare specifications in the CSI 49-Division format.
C. Drawings – DART shall prepare drawings suitable for construction to include plan/profile
and detail sheets. NTMWD will provide standard details for inclusion.
D. Design Submissions – DART shall prepare design submittals at 60%, 90%, and 100%
complete. The 60% and 90% sets shall be submitted for review and comment by NTMWD;
the 100% is the final deliverable and is not intended for comment.
E. Design Review Meetings – DART shall schedule and lead design review meetings, prepare
meeting minutes and provide a copy of the meeting minutes to NTMWD for record purpose.
F. Texas Commission of Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Review – DART shall submit the
required transmittal letter at 90% to TCEQ for approval of the project. Should TCEQ require
submission of the specifications and drawings for review, DART shall provide requested
information and facilitate the review and approval process. DART to provide a copy of the
transmittal letter and TCEQ approval to NTMWD for record purpose.
G. Pipe Material – According to record drawings, the existing pipeline is 36-inch reinforced
concrete cylinder pipe (RCCP), Class 150, bar-wrapped type (known as B303) and was
installed in approximately 2005. DART shall use the same material and pressure class or
better as the 36-inch RCCP pipe constructed in approximately 2005 . The existing pipe has
welded restrained joints and electrically bonded joints the full length, and the new pipe will
be restrained and bonded to match. Restrained joints will be harnessed or welded.
Access Manholes - It is not anticipated access manholes are required.
H. Surge Analysis – NTMWD will perform a surge analysis of the revised pipeline alignment
and provide the report with recommendations to DART. DART shall include recommended
improvements within the Project design and construction. It is anticipated the improvements
consist of a manhole with air release valve and odor can.
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2.

I.

Bypass Piping and Plan – DART shall calculate the impact of the bypass piping on the
capacity of Plano Spring Creek Lift Station #2. NTMWD will assist DART to determine the
pumping rates required and sequence of operation. The result will determine the diameter
of the bypass piping, pressure rating plus the number of pressure taps required at both the
west and east connection points. A bypass plan, critical operation parameters and
sequencing shall be included in the plans and/or specifications. DART shall provide
temporary air release valve(s) plus an odor-control unit(s).

J.

Existing Pipe Condition – DART assumes the Force Main is in good condition and can
accept a pressure tap and connection to new pipe by welding.

Construction
A. General – The Force Main is critical operation and cannot be taken offline or out of service.
DART and its contractors, AWH shall use care when working on and around the existing Force
Main, including when tapping and making any connections.
B. Bypass Piping - DART shall maintain the bypass piping, including the temporary air release
valve and odor control unit for the duration of their use.
C. Coordination with Property Owners – DART shall be responsible for coordination with
property owners prior to and during construction activities for the NTMWD Force Main.
D. Conformed Documents – DART shall provide NTMWD one electronic copy, and two hard
copies of the conformed set used for construction.
E. Submittals – DART shall provide an electronic copy of all submittals to NTMWD for
concurrent review. A copy of all final approved submittals shall be provided to NTMWD for
record purpose.
F. Daily Inspection - The responsibility of daily inspection and conformance with the contract
documents of the Project is with DART. DART is to provide a copy of the daily field reports
and photographs to NTMWD for record purpose. NTMWD staff will be allowed to access the
construction site at any time to perform observations. NTMWD staff will not direct the work
of the contractor, but will speak to the DART representative if there is a concern.
G. Change Order/Field Order - Any change in the design will require review and approval from
NTMWD prior to initiating the change when associated with NTMWD asset. The cost of the
change shall be bore by DART.
H. Permits - DART shall be responsible for and obtain any and all permits to construct the
project, including providing the SWPPP and NOI.
I.

As-Builts: DART shall provide final record drawings to NTMWD as soon as they are available
upon project completion. Drawings shall be provided electronically in pdf and AutoCAD
format.
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3. Schedule
A. DART and NTMWD will coordinate to maintain DART’s Silver Line Construction Schedule.
4. Services to be provided by NTMWD
A. Provide records on NTMWD facilities and plans for relevant future improvements.
B. Attend meetings and provide information and decisions for the project.
C. Provide examples of standard details and specifications suitable for this project to be used as
an example.
D. Review formal submittals within 2 weeks and provide comments. Respond to other requests
for information with reasonable promptness.
E. Provide direction during construction as requested and needed to allow construction to stay
on schedule.
End of Scope of Work
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EXHIBIT “B”
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY RIGHTS: IF YOU ARE A NATURAL PERSON, YOU
MAY REMOVE OR STRIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FROM THIS
INSTRUMENT BEFORE IT IS FILED FOR RECORD IN THE PUBLIC RECORDS:
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OR YOUR DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER.
RELEASE OF EASEMENT
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF COLLIN

§
§
§

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

For good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is acknowledged, NORTH TEXAS
MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT has abandoned, released, and discharged and does abandon,
release, and discharge that certain 20 foot permanent sanitary sewer easement as recorded in
County Clerks No., Official Public Records, Collin County, Texas, granted by ONALP, L.P. to
NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT in an instrument dated November 4, 2005,
recorded under Clerk’s File No. 20060208000167460 in the Collin County, Texas real property
records, more fully described on Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein for all
purposes.
Executed this _________ day of ___________________, 2022.
NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
___________________________________
By: Jennafer P. Covington
Its: Executive Director and General Manager
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF COLLIN

§
§
§

Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared Jennafer P.
Covington, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument;
she acknowledged to me that she is the Executive Director, General Manager, and the duly
authorized representative of and for the NORTH TEXAS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT, a
Texas political subdivision, and she executed the said instrument for the purposes and
consideration therein expressed and in the capacity therein stated.
Given under my hand and seal of office this _____ day of __________________, 2022.

________________________________________
Notary Public in and for the State of Texas
My Commission Expires: _______________________

EXHIBIT “C”

After Recording, Return to:
Office of General Counsel
Dallas Area Rapid Transit
1401 Pacific Ave.
Dallas, Texas 75202

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY RIGHTS: IF YOU ARE A NATURAL
PERSON, YOU MAY REMOVE OR STRIKE ANY OR ALL OF THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION FROM ANY INSTRUMENT THAT
TRANSFERS AN INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY BEFORE IT IS FILED FOR
RECORD IN THE PUBLIC RECORDS: YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
OR YOUR DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER

SANITARY SEWER EASEMENT
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF COLLIN

§
§
§

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

THAT Dallas Area Rapid Transit (“DART”), a Texas regional transportation
authority organized and existing pursuant to Chapter 452, Texas Transportation Code,
whose address is P. O. Box 660163, Dallas, Texas 75266 (hereinafter called “Grantor”),
for and in consideration of the sum of ONE AND NO/100 DOLLAR ($1.00) in hand paid
by the North Texas Municipal Water District DISTRICT (“NTMWD” or “Grantee”),
whose address is 501 E. Brown St., Wylie, Texas 75098, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged by Grantor, and the further consideration of the benefits to
be derived by Grantors from the placing of the sanitary sewer on the property hereinafter
described, the receipt and sufficiency of which consideration is hereby acknowledged,
have this day DEDICATED, GRANTED, SOLD, AND CONVEYED, and by these
presents do hereby DEDICATE, GRANT, SELL, AND CONVEY unto Grantee, its
successors and assigns, a perpetual non-exclusive sanitary sewer easement to construct,
reconstruct, and perpetually maintain sanitary sewer facilities in, upon, and under the
following described land, to-wit:
All that certain tract, piece or parcel of land, lying and being situated in the
County of Collin, State of Texas, described in EXHIBIT "A" attached
hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes, to which reference is here
made for a more particular description of said property;

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the easement herein granted, together with the rights and
privileges at any and all times to enter said property, for the purpose of constructing and
maintaining the sanitary sewer facilities, and for making connections therewith, unto the
Grantee, its successors and assigns forever.
This Easement is granted subject to any and all covenants, conditions, reservations,
restrictions, exceptions, easements, rights-of-way, mineral interests, mineral leases, or
other instruments filed of record applicable to the Property or any part thereof, and any
and all visible and apparent easements and encroachments, whether of record or not.
Grantee has, together with the Easement and for the consideration set forth herein, the
right of ingress and egress upon, over and across as much of Grantor’s adjacent lands as
may be reasonably necessary for the purpose of constructing, installing, improving,
operating, using, inspecting, repairing, maintaining, reconstructing, replacing, relocating,
and removing such utilities and all appurtenances, facilities, equipment and attachments
thereto; the right to prevent possible interference with the operation of said utilities and to
remove possible hazards thereto; and the right to prevent the construction within the
Easement Property of any building, structure or other obstruction or encroachment which
may endanger or interfere with the efficiency, safety and convenient operation of said
utilities and the appurtenances, facilities, equipment and attachments thereto.
Grantee will at all times after doing any work in connection with the construction,
operation, maintenance or repair of the Facilities, restore the surface of the Easement
Property to as close to the condition in which it was found before such work was
undertaken as is reasonably practicable, excluding trees, shrubs and structures that were
removed as a result of such work.

EXECUTED this

day of

, 2021.

DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT

BY:

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF COLLIN

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, a Notary Public in and for said County
and State, on this day personally appeared
,
known to me to be the person and officer whose name is subscribed to the foregoing
instrument and acknowledged to me that the same was the act of the said Dallas Area
Rapid Transit
, that (s)he was duly authorized to perform the same by appropriate resolution of the
board of directors of the Dallas Area Rapid Transit for the purposes and consideration
therein expressed, and in the capacity therein stated.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE, this the
of
A.D., 2021.

day

Notary Public In and For Dallas County, Texas

